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Cyber-Physical Systems (CPSs) are heterogeneous systems in which one or
several computational cores interact with the physical environment. This in-
teraction is typically performed through electromechanical elements such as
sensors and actuators. Many CPSs operate as part of a network and some
of them present a constrained energy budget (for example, they are battery
powered). Examples of energy constrained CPSs could be a mobile robot,
the nodes that compose a Body Area Network or a pacemaker. The hetero-
geneity present in the composition of CPSs together with the constrained
energy availability makes these systems challenging to design. A way to
tackle both complexity and costs is the application of abstract modelling and
simulation. This thesis proposed the application of modelling at the system
level, taking energy consumption in the different kinds of subsystems into
consideration. By adopting this cross disciplinary approach to energy con-
sumption it is possible to decrease it effectively. The results of this thesis
are a number of modelling guidelines and tool improvements to support this
kind of holistic analysis, covering energy consumption in electromechanical,
computation and communication subsystems. From a methodological point
of view these have been framed within a V-lifecycle. Finally, this approach
has been demonstrated on two case studies from the medical domain enabling
the exploration of alternative systems architectures and producing energy




Cyber-fysiske systemer (CPSs) er heterogene systemer, hvor en eller flere
computerenheder interagerer med de fysiske omgivelser. Denne interaktion
sker typisk igennem sensorer og aktuatorer. Mange CPSs er tilkoblet et net-
værk, og nogle af disse er batteridrevet og har demed en begrænset energi-
mængde til rådighed. Eksempler på CPSs med begrænset energimængde er
en selvkørende robot eller trådløse og bærbare medicinske enheder. Forskel-
ligheden af de komponenter der indgår i et CPS sammen med den begrænsede
energimængde gør disse systemer komplekse og udfordrende at udvikle. En
måde at håndtere kombinationen af kompleksiteten og den begrænsede en-
ergimængde på, er at anvende modellering og simulering tidligt i udviklings-
forløbet.
Denne afhandling foreslår at anvende modellering på systemniveau, og
at inddrage energiforbruget i de forskellige delsystemer i modelleringen. Ved
at anvende denne tværfaglige tilgang mht. energiforbruget er det muligt at
sænke forbruget effektivt. Resultatet af denne afhandling er dels en række
retningslinjer for modelleringen, og dels forbedring af værktøjer til at un-
derstøtte denne type holistisk analyse, der omhandler energiforbruget i elektro-
mekaniske-, computer- og kommunikationsdelsystemer. Fra et metodemæs-
sigt synspunkt er disse retningslinier udformet ift. en V-udviklingsmodel.
Til slut er denne tilgang blevet anvendt og afprøvet i to case-studier fra det
medicinske domæne. I case-studierne er der undersøgt alternative system-
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”After cruising more than a 1000 million Km, away from Earth
and after a hibernation of almost three years, the European Space
Agency space probe Rosetta autonomously woke up, warmed up
its navigation instruments, stabilized its course, beamed its antenna
and contacted mission control.”
European Space Agency, 20th of January 2014 [2]
1.1 Introduction to the field of research
The concept of Cyber Physical Systems was introduced by Helen Gill from
the National Science Foundation in 2006, who described these kinds of sys-
tems as follows:
“Cyber-Physical Systems are physical, biological and engineered systems
whose operations are integrated, monitored and/or controlled by a compu-
tational core. Components are networked at every scale. Computing is deeply
embedded into every physical component, possible even into materials. The
computational core is an embedded system, usually demands real-time re-
sponse and is most often distributed” 1
Many other definitions exist in the literature but almost all authors ex-
plicitly highlight the importance of communicating computational cores and
their interaction with the physical world [96, 73]. The concept of CPSs is
very broad and many systems of different kinds and nature could be consid-
ered a CPS. Examples of CPS are Heating Ventilation and Air Conditioning
1 Although no original source has been found for this statement, it is commonly accepted
in the research community and attributed to Helen Gill. See [73].
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(HVAC) systems, on-board car computers or pacemakers among many others.
This gives an idea of the complexity, scale and heterogeneity of CPSs. Typ-
ically systems like these are engineered by multidisciplinary teams of engi-
neers, that are composed of experts within different fields such as mechanical,
computer and electrical engineering.
One of the challenges faced by CPSs development teams is that these
systems are expected to work in a dependable, safe and secure manner [96]
and very often under a limited energy budget, requiring them to be energy
efficient [6]. For example, the Rosetta space probe mentioned earlier could
be considered a CPS that operates depending on the energy availability. This
probe entered a “deep sleep” mode where most of its instruments were deac-
tivated when it could not use its solar panels and resumed its normal, active,
operational mode as soon as it was close enough to the Sun again [2]. Such
“smart energy management” has made it possible to adjust the behaviour of
the probe depending on the operational conditions and ultimately, that the
probe is still working today. A second relevant example of a CPS with a lim-
ited energy budget and used widely today is a pacemaker. Pacemakers have
undergone a dramatic evolution with regard to their size, weight, function-
ality and battery lifetime [84]. The first pacemakers had an expected battery
lifetime of around 2 years while with the current technologies it is possible to
reach up to 8 years of continuous, reliable operation [92]. Moreover, energy
harvesting techniques have also been proposed so pacemakers are powered
from vibrations [60] or thermal gradients [5].
These systems are very complex and need a systematic engineering ap-
proach to their design. A possible approach is the creation of models and con-
ducting different kinds of simulations and measurements in order to address
the engineering challenges behind them. Such an approach has traditionally
been applied in other (more mature) engineering disciplines. For example,
in the civil engineering field modelling and abstraction are routinely used
to analyze buildings and constructions. In Figure 1.1 for example, Gaudi’s
sand bag model of La Sagrada Familia, Barcelona, Spain is presented. This
was developed in the early 20th century and it is an abstract model of the
cathedral structure, that represents the loads with sandbags. Different loads
could be modelled by adding or removing sand from the bags and therefore it
was possible to analyze the impact of different design decisions in the overall
cathedral structure.
Many authors agree that the CPSs discipline has to adopt the successful
experiences from more mature engineering disciplines and incorporate them
into its body of knowledge in the creation of its scientific foundation. One
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of the key elements there is the application of modelling and simulation to
analyze and design systems [73, 62], like Gaudi did during the design of La
Sagrada Familia.
Figure 1.1: Gaudi’s Sandbag model of ”La Sagrada Familia” Source:
http://commons.wikimedia.org/
1.2 Motivation
Since the definition of the CPSs field by Helen Gill in 2006, its importance
has been rising and this has had a considerable impact on the research agendas
of the US and EU scientific organizations. This has been reflected on the
research budget allocation from the National Science Foundation (NSF) and
the European Commission (EC).
In the US the White House Office of Science and Technology included
Cyber-Physical Systems research under the category “Advanced manufactur-
ing and industries of the future” and identified it as a ”multi-agency R&D top
priority” [20]. Consequently the NSF is actively funding research projects in
this area with specific calls for CPSs [34].
On the European side, the EC in its new research programme Horizon
2020 identifies a “new generation of components and systems” that refers
specifically to embedded systems and CPSs as “two of the main challenges
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to reinforce and expand Europe’s leading industrial position” [26, 28]. Con-
sequently the EC is actively funding numerous research projects related to
CPSs. In a similar manner low-power computing is among the EC research
priorities and funded with specific calls under the category “Advanced Com-
puting” [27, 28]. The ARTEMIS initiative, who plays a key role in Embedded
and CPSs research at the European level, targets in their Strategic Research
Agenda model-based engineering of CPSs in what they call “virtual engineer-
ing of CPSs”. Additionally they also identify the need for better “computer
platforms and advanced energy management in CPS” [40]. Additionally, the
Electronic Components and Systems for European Leadership (ECSEL) con-
sortium identifies in its Strategic Research and Innovation agenda CPS as
one of the essential capabilities that will facilitate the progress in key areas
for societal development such as energy, health and production [23]. Finally,
the creation of models and methods for System-Level evaluation, verification
and validation of CPS has been explicitly formulated as one of the strategic
opportunities for the development of CPS [105].
These points show the relevance of the CPS discipline in the current
research landscape as well as the potential impact in today’s engineering
practice in the the industrial sector. This, combined with the ubiquity of
CPS in the existing devices, infrastructures and services, make the area of
Low-Power CPS an open challenge to be addressed in order to enable further
developments.
1.3 Research methods
The research methods applied in this PhD thesis are composed of four main
phases that have been executed sequentially. This method has been applied
separately for the main areas of this PhD thesis (computation, communication
and electromechanical energy consumption modelling2). For each area the
method has been applied in an iterative manner until the research objectives
have been achieved, in a similar way to the Bohem Spiral Model [10]. The
different phases of the research method and their connectors are shown in
Figure 1.2.
The phases that compose this model are:
Concept Formulation: In this phase the model-based approach to energy
consumption for the particular area under study is formulated. This is
2 This division will become more clear in the following chapters.









Figure 1.2: Overview of the research methods applied in this PhD.
carried out after reviewing the state of the art and identifying how the
current challenges could be addressed through modelling and simula-
tion.
Methodology Definition: Once the concept has been formulated, this phase
examines how well the baseline technologies perform when modelling
subsystems that fall under the area under consideration. In case mod-
elling or methodological limitations are identified these are marked as
research goals that will have to be addressed.
Tool/Language Modifications: If the baseline technologies are limited with
regard to the analysis they can perform in terms of power and energy
consumption, these are addressed in this phase.
Applications: The modifications carried out in the previous phase are ap-
plied in a manageable case study or simple applications. This allows
testing of how well these modifications are performing before using
them in more complex case studies.
After using these four phases individually over the different main areas
addressed in this work, the methodological and tool extensions have been
applied in two different real case studies in order to assess their performance.
An overview of how this approach has been used in the thesis is presented in
Figure 1.3.
1.4 Research objectives
This PhD thesis aims to addressing some of the methodological and tool-










Case study 1: 
eStocking
Case study 2: 
ECG Monitor
Application
Figure 1.3: Overview of the overall methodology used in this thesis.
It is the central proposition of this PhD that:
Non-trivial CPS need to be engineered by multidisciplinary teams. Ad-
ditionally CPS often have critical energy consumption requirements. As
a result, non-trivial energy constrained CPS are composed of subsystems
that belong to different domains, that have to be addressed by multiple
disciplines, yet they inevitably share a cross-cutting concern, since all
of them use energy. Furthermore, a design decision in a subsystem be-
longing to one domain may impact subsystems in other domains, both in
functional terms and very possibly from the power and therefore energy
consumption point of view. This is due to the tight coupling between
physical subsystems and computational and communication ones. The
engineers developing CPSs need to be able to cope with these kinds of
challenges by having a System-Level approach to the design of CPSs.
The hypothesis of this PhD is that:
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A model-driven engineering approach, that applies heterogeneous mod-
elling techniques combined with partial prototyping, will enable a holis-
tic approach that is needed to take energy consumption into account
during the System-Level design of CPSs.
It is our hope that the results of this PhD project will inspire other re-
searchers and practitioners working on CPSs with a limited energy budget.
Additionally we hope that the application of the methodological and mod-
elling principles presented in this work to two real case studies will give
an idea of the advantages that this model driven approach can bring in an
industrial setting.
1.5 Evaluation criteria
The work conducted in this thesis has produced a number of research con-
tributions that are evaluated individually against the different dimensions
presented below. The contributions will be presented in Chapters 3 and 4 and
their evaluation is conducted in Chapter 5. The evaluation dimensions are:
Improvement of modelling methods and tools: addresses energy and po-
wer related aspects in CPSs design that will require the extension and/or
the proposal of methodological guidelines.
Better System-Level representation of CPS: helps to achieve a more com-
plete understanding of the CPS under study. Additionally it should en-
able the practitioners to contextualize and to evaluate the impact on
power and energy consumption of different design decisions across dif-
ferent subsystems.
Collaboration between engineering disciplines: takes into consideration
the different engineering disciplines involved in the inception, realiza-
tion, validation and verification of CPS.
Application to real case studies: demonstrates the applicability of the con-
tributions to the development of CPS in a practical setting. These should
not be limited to toy examples but should also perform well on realistic
systems. These can be of small to medium size in the beginning but still
cases that could be found in a real industrial context.
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Shortening of development times and reduction of costs: evaluates the re-
duction of development times by enabling the co-design of subsystems,
potentially reducing manual labor and enabling a faster and higher cov-
erage when evaluating the design space.
Score Description
0 Contribution is not relevant to this dimension.
1-3 Contribution is relevant to this dimension and assessed depending on its degree of
completeness and the extent of its results.
4 Contribution is relevant to this dimensions, well formulated and covering existing
needs. It has the potential of being applicable in other fields or taken as a
reference for further developments.
5 Contribution is complete and relevant to this dimension. It can be applicable in
other fields and taken as a reference in current state of the art industrial project
and academic research.
Table 1.1: Overview of the different scores.
Different contributions will score differently for these different evaluation
dimensions but hopefully they will complement each other so the collection
of contributions will demonstrate overall progress supporting the hypothesis
of this thesis. A score system of 0 to 5 has been used to the evaluate the
performance of each contribution in each different dimension. The criteria
used to assign the different scores are presented in Table 1.1. In order to
present the assessment of each individual contribution as well as the overall
one radar charts as the one shown in Figure 1.4 will be used. For each con-
tribution one graph is used and for each dimension an axis is assigned. The
polygon resulting from connecting the scores for each dimension represents
the overall assessment of the contribution.
1.6 Published work
The research results achieved throughout this PhD project have resulted in
several publications. Most of the publications are related to the core work
conducted in this PhD and are listed in subsection 1.6.1. Two additional publi-
cations specific to the Ambient Assisted Living (AAL) project “e-Stockings”
are listed in subsection 1.6.2. Finally, in subsection 1.6.3 other publications
not related to this project are listed.









Figure 1.4: Example radar chart.
1.6.1 Core publications
[P54] José Antonio Esparza Isasa and Peter Gorm Larsen and Finn Over-
gaard Hansen A Holistic Approach to Energy-Aware Design of Cyber-
Physical Systems. Submitted to the International Journal of Embedded
Systems.
[P49] José Antonio Esparza Isasa, Peter Gorm Larsen and Finn Overgaard
Hansen Embedded Systems Energy Consumption Analysis Through Co-
modelling and Simulation. Proceedings of the International Conference
on Modeling and Simulation (ICMS 2013) June 2013.
[P52] José Antonio Esparza Isasa and Peter Gorm Larsen Modelling Differ-
ent CPU Power States in VDM-RT. Proceedings of the 11th Overture
Workshop September 2013
[P51] José Antonio Esparza Isasa, Peter W.V. Jørgensen and Peter Gorm
Larsen Hardware In the Loop for VDM-Real Time Modelling of Em-
bedded Systems. 2nd International Conference on Model-Driven Engi-
neering and Software Development (MODELSWARD 2014) January
2014
[P50] José Antonio Esparza Isasa, Peter W.V. Jørgensen and Claus Balle-
gaard Nielsen Modelling Energy Consumption in Embedded Systems
with VDM-RT. Proceedings of State Machines, Alloy, B, VDM, and Z
2014 (ABZ 2014), April 2014.
[P55] José Antonio Esparza Isasa, Peter Gorm Larsen and Finn Overgaard
Hansen Energy-Aware Design of Embedded Software through Modelling
and Simulation. Proceedings of the SYRCoSE 2014 Symposium. May
2014.
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[P56] José Antonio Esparza Isasa, Peter Gorm Larsen and Finn Overgaard
Hansen Energy-Aware Model-Driven Development of a Wearable Health
Care Device. 4th Symposium FHIES/SEHC June 2014. In Press.
1.6.2 e-Stocking project publications
[P57] Troels Fedder Jensen and Finn Overgaard Hansen and José Antonio
Esparza et al. ICT-Enabled Medical Compression Stocking for Treatment
of Leg-Venous Insufficiency. 7th International Conference on Biomedical
Electronics and Devices (BIODEVICES 2014), March 2014.
[P44] Finn Overgaard Hansen and Troels Fedder Jensen and José Antonio
Esparza Distributed ICT Architecture for Developing, Configuring and
Monitoring Mobile Embedded Healthcare Systems. International Con-
ference on Health Informatics (HEALTHINF 2014), March 2014.
1.6.3 Publications outside the scope of this PhD
[P53] José Antonio Esparza Isasa and Peter Gorm Larsen and Kim Bjerge
Supporting the Partitioning Process in Hardware/Software Co-design
with VDM-RT. Proceedings of the 10th Overture Workshop, August 2012.
1.7 Outline and reading guide
This PhD thesis is divided in two parts. Part I provides the necessary back-
ground to understand this PhD project, summarizes the contributions and
evaluates them. Part II includes a selection of the papers published by the
author in cooperation with other researchers that are relevant to this PhD
thesis.
Part I is composed of five chapters. After the current introductory one,
Chapter 2 presents the information needed to understand the remainder of this
thesis. Chapter 3 presents one of the core results of this PhD thesis, a System-
Level Model-Based Approach to the design of energy-constrained CPSs. This
chapter provides methodological additions and guidelines to study through
modelling some of the energy-related challenges present in CPSs. This chap-
ter is based on the publications [P49, P52, P51, P50, P55]. Chapter 4 presents
the application of these methods to two case studies: a compression stocking
to treat leg-venous insufficiency and an heart monitor. This chapter is based
on the publications [P56, P57]. The contributions of this PhD project are
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presented throughout Chapters 3 and 4. Each contribution is introduced in
a frame standing out from the main body of the text as shown below.
Contribution #. Description of the contribution.
Finally, Chapter 5 summarizes this thesis and assesses the work con-
ducted during the PhD project.






Cyber-Physical Systems (CPSs) are complex systems composed of Electro-
Mechanical Subsystems (EMS) and embedded computer subsystems. The
EMS typically feature sensors and actuators so the CPS can interact with
the physical environment. In order to control them, CPSs integrate embed-
ded computer systems [72]. Additionally, CPSs can operate as part of a net-
work and therefore integrate a communication subsystem. This heteroge-
neous composition can be captured in the SysML block diagram shown in
Figure 2.1. In this diagram a hypothetical CPS system is shown which is
composed of: a computation subsystem that consist of embedded hardware
as well as embedded software, of a communication subsystem that consist
of communication logic that implements communication protocols (in either
hardware or software) and the Frontend and also electromechanical subsys-
tems controlled from the computation side. The CPS also contains an energy
subsystem. This subsystem can integrate ”limited” energy sources such as
batteries or have connections to ”unlimited” sources, considering as such a
power outlet.
There are many different kinds of CPSs and therefore it is difficult to
provide a complete overview here, however the following examples give an
idea of the variety that can be found within the CPS field:
• Wearable systems such as sports wristbands or different kinds of medical
devices [14]. These devices typically perform monitoring of different
physiological parameters and are battery powered. Some of them can
perform treatment of specific medical conditions. These kinds of de-
vices are gaining popularity at the moment thanks to the appearance of
enabling technologies in sensing, computing and communication [109].
Furthermore the concept of having these devices conforming a Body
Area Network is emerging and gaining popularity within the CPSs and
15
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healthcare community [13]. Ensuring energy autonomy and a correct
and reliable application is especially critical in this kind of devices.
• Mobile platforms such as drones (UAVs), agricultural robots or indus-
trial robots [95]. These devices interact with the physical environment
in order to perform a variety of tasks that have been programmed pre-
viously or that are issued dynamically. Some of the open challenges
in the development of this kind of devices are precision and safety in
dynamically changing environments and energy consumption.
• Heating Ventilating and Air Conditioning (HVAC) systems [77] or Data
Centers [91] are systems that at first sight seem to be completely unre-
lated to the CPS field and more to civil engineering or computer science
respectively. However, in both cases the thermal management in both
kinds of infrastructures is a problem in which both control software,



































Figure 2.1: Structure of a hypothetical CPS represented in a SysML block
diagram.
CPSs are typically developed by several different engineering disciplines
working together due to their heterogeneous composition. This requires that
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the disciplines involved in the development of the CPS communicate and
cooperate during the inception, creation and, especially, integration of the
subsystems that compose a CPS. In this case the application of best prac-
tices of systems engineering and methods and tools that help to tackle this
complexity are a key to success.
Some of the additional design challenges posed by CPS are Safety, Sus-
tainability and Security, and these are known as the S3 properties as de-
fined in [6]. In order to satisfy them, especially the sustainability aspect,
there is a need for better algorithms, analysis tools, methods and modelling
techniques [43].
2.2 Power and energy consumption
2.2.1 Electrical power and energy consumption formulation
In order to calculate the power consumption of the systems under study at
a specific point of time, the general formulation of power consumption in
electrical DC systems has been used. This is defined as:
P [Watts] = V [Volts] × I [Amperes] (2.1)
Based on the power consumption the energy consumption is calculated as




P [Watts] dt (2.2)
2.2.2 Power consumption reduction techniques for CPSs
Regarding power consumption optimization in electrically powered systems
there are many techniques that can be used and this depends on the nature
of the system under study. While some techniques are used across multiple
domains other are restricted to specific ones. The most relevant power saving
techniques that are referred to in this thesis are:
Power Gating: this is a general technique that can be used across several
domains. It consist on the selective deactivation of components that are
not used in the system by disconnecting their supply line. This reduces
the current draw to the leakage current of the components performing
the gating, which is orders of magnitude below the current draw when
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the system is operational. This can be applied through Application Pro-
gramming Interfaces (APIs) in many software controlled devices such
as CPUs or Communication interfaces. In principle any kind of device
can be gated by cutting its supply line through a MOSFET or specialized
low-current leakage switch loads [47] such as [48].
Dynamic-Frequency Voltage Scaling (DFVS): this is a technique that is ty-
pically used in the computation domain. It consist of the dynamic ad-
justment of operational voltage and/or frequency depending on the load
of the processor and they are normally applied together at the CPU
architectural level. This has a direct impact on the CPU power con-
sumption. At the application level typically it is possible to dynamically
vary the CPU operational frequency through an API. A presentation of
these techniques together with a description of how they are applied in
concrete hardware platforms can be found in [100].
Sleeping States: this technique is typically used in the computation domain
and consist of placing the CPU in a low power consuming state when
it is idle and does not have to perform any computation. Additionally
modern microcontrollers incorporate the necessary facilities to perform
power gating over their different peripherals so not only the CPU saves
power. Typically there are different kinds of Sleeping States that define
the capacity of the microcontroller to react to events (both external and
internal). For example ARM cores typically feature several sleep modes
such as Deep Sleep with a very low power consumption but at the price
of longer wake-up times. This can lead to restrictions if they have to
react quickly to certain events. Additional details on these techniques
for the ARM implementation provided in the platform PSoC51 can be
found in [19].
Modem Operational States: this technique is applied in the communica-
tions domain where communication interfaces can have several oper-
ational states. For example, modern 802.15.4 communication interfaces
feature states such as transmission, listening or low-power listening in
which they communicate or remain in a very low power consuming state
awaiting for an incoming request. This resembles the principle behind
1 PSoC stands for Programmable System on Chip and it is a platform manufactured by
Cypress Semiconductors. This platform is a reconfigurable integrated circuit that contains both
analog and digital components. Further details can be found in: http://www.cypress.
com/
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the Sleeping States technique described above and in general the idea
of multiple operational states is applicable in subsystems of any kind
and at different levels of abstraction. More details on this can be found
on [102].
A comprehensive review of techniques to study power consumption in com-
putation can be found in the survey paper [107]. In a similar manner, further
information on energy-efficient wireless communication can be found in [30].
Further details on the different power consumption issues involving com-
puting and communication aspects in the wireless sensor networks context
can be found in [65]. From the mechanical point of view there are many
techniques that could be applied depending on the mechanical system under
consideration, being most of them very specific. Some of them are rather
generic guidelines such as reducing friction as much as possible between
moving elements or right-sizing motion control systems [18]. These tech-
niques are beyond the scope of this work and therefore no further details will
be provided.
2.2.3 Power and energy consumption as design parameters
As it can be seen in equations 2.1 and 2.2 power and energy consumption
are two different concepts. This has an impact when taking power and energy
consumption into consideration in order to design systems. As explained by
Unsal et al. in [107]:
“Power and energy efficiency are separate design goals. Energy is the
integral of power consumption over a time period. A power-efficient design
might very aggressively decrease the [CPU] clock rate, but this might not
be an energy efficient design since the performance of the application might
degrade to such a degree that the actual energy consumption increases.”
Following the same reasoning Unsal et al. also pointed out that a power-
constrained application is different from an energy constrained one [107].
Take as an example a wireless sensor node powered by a radioactive power
source2, such as the radioisotope Nickel-63. This isotope could potentially
power a sensor node until it reaches its half-life after 100 years [76]. Re-
searchers have been able to power a sensor node and make it transmitt a
5mW RF pulse every three minutes based on this radioactive based energy
harvesting technique [1]. One could claim that the energy availability in this
device is not a problem due to the relatively long half-life of the Nickel,
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however, due to the small amount of isotope integrated in the node as well as
the low efficiency of the energy harvesting process, the actual electrical power
available for the device to use is very small. This implies that the designers
of such a device should adjust its operation taking power consumption into
consideration (and not energy).
2.2.4 Power and energy Awareness
The term “aware”, defined as “having knowledge or realization of; being con-
scious of” can be seen frequently appended to the terms “power” or “energy”,
resulting on the qualifiers power-aware and energy-aware (see [41] or [67]).
Here it is important to clarify the following concepts:
• A system that is power-aware or energy-aware can dynamically mod-
ify its behavior depending on the power or energy availability. As ex-
plained before, the system can take power or energy consumption into
consideration in isolation as design parameters (or both) [107].
• A design process or methodology that is power and/or energy-aware,
like the one proposed in this thesis, is able to represent power and en-
ergy consumption and take them into consideration when designing and
realizing the system under study.
In the remainder of this thesis the term energy will be used whenever there
is a possibility of choosing between power or energy. The term power will be
used when there is a specific need to refer to it.
2.3 Modelling methods and tools
Throughout the work conducted in this thesis a number of modelling methods
and tools have been used to represent different subsystems present in CPSs.
The languages discussed below have been used primarily to: A) facilitate
the graphical and unambiguous representation of systems and models and B)
create models to conduct analysis of different CPS aspects.
In order to create graphical models the Unified Modelling Language (UML)
[85] and System Modelling Language (SysML) [104] have been used. UML
2 Typically, an energy harvesting module based on a radioisotope works by collecting the
emitted particles by the isotope over a surface that mechanically stimulates a piezoelectric
element. This mechanism is known as energy converter and where the efficiency challenge
lies, since current solutions can achieve an efficiency of 2-3% [68].
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is a software modelling notation that allows the representation of structural,
dynamic and deployment aspects of software systems. It is a graphical lan-
guage and some tools offer code generation possibilities (mainly stub gen-
eration). UML is used through this thesis to represent architectural and de-
ployment aspects of models developed with other, non-graphical notations.
SysML extends UML so it is possible to represent other kinds of subsystems
that are related to software. It incorporates new ways of representing a sys-
tem’s structure through block and internal block definition diagrams (BDD
and IBD respectively). BDDs show the constituent elements of the system
paying special attention to their hierarchy. IBDs show how the different con-
stituent blocks that conform a block are instantiated and connected through
the application of ports. SysML also introduces new graphical representations
for requirements and physical behaviour [99]. In this thesis SysML is used to
represent CPSs structure through BDDs and IBDs.
In order to create more formal representations as well as to conduct analy-
sis and simulation the VDM-RT notation and the 20-sim platform have been
used. These technologies can describe the system through Discrete Event
(DE) or Continuous Time (CT) representations respectively. VDM-RT [71]
is an extension to the object-oriented software modelling language VDM++
[32] and enables the modelling of real-time embedded control software. VDM-
RT models can be created and executed in the Overture3 tool [69]. This
language incorporates the abstraction CPU that represents an execution en-
vironment in which parts of the model can be deployed. CPUs can be config-
ured in terms of frequency and scheduling policy since they also incorporate
a real-time operating system layer. Logical functionality running in VDM-
RT CPUs can represent single or multi-threaded software implementations
as well as dedicated hardware blocks depending on how they are config-
ured [P53]. The VDM-RT CPUs only have one operational state, meaning
that they are active (and therefore consuming energy) all the time. VDM-
RT also incorporates the abstraction BUS that allows the CPU processing
nodes to communicate. This abstraction can be used to represent point-to-
point communication between CPUs in a static way. An example of these
distribution aspects is shown in Figure 2.2, where two software components
represented in VDM-RT are deployed in two different simulated CPUs that
communicate via a bus.










Deployment of VDM-RT Components
Figure 2.2: VDM-RT models deployed in CPUs.
In order to represent physical system aspects the CT simulation platform
20-Sim4 is used. This platform is capable of representing electrical and me-
chanical systems among others. Modelling can be done by using bond graphs,
iconic diagrams or differential equations. Standalone 20-Sim models can be
created and executed in the 20-Sim tool [17, 63, 108]. An example model is
presented in Figure 2.3. This is a model included in the platform examples
package that represents an EMS composed of a servo motor, a mechanical
transmission and its connection to a load. The position of the load is read
through a sensor and this is fed into a PID controller [112], that operates the
motor until its position matches the target setpoint.
Figure 2.3: 20-sim model created using signal and iconic components.
4 20-Sim’s official website is: http://www.20sim.com/
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The Crescendo tool5 is used in order to co-simulate models created using
the VDM-RT notation and the 20-Sim platform [33]. This tool was originally
developed during the DESTECS project6 [11] and it controls a co-simulation
using Overture and 20-Sim. The tool provides a common notion of time to
the VDM-RT interpreter and the 20-Sim equation solver to synchronize the
parallel execution of DE and CT models, now considered a single co-model.
Additionally a number of variables are defined in a contract, which specifies
the interfaces between the models in terms of controlled and monitored vari-
ables. Methodological guidelines on how to use the tool in order to represent
CPSs can be found in [12, 33].
2.4 Modelling and analysis of energy consumption
Extensive previous work exists related to the application of models to capture
energy consumption in systems with the purpose of reducing it. These tech-
niques are very common especially at the computational and communications
domain and are applied at different levels of abstraction. At the transistor and
IC design level many design principles exists but these are out of the scope
of this thesis.
At the computation side energy consumption had traditionally been ad-
dressed at the device level until the mid 90’s [107] when it saw its expansion
to higher levels of abstraction [75]. Going up in abstraction layers implied
jumping from the electronic engineering to the computer engineering field,
where a number of abstraction layers are present. Previous work can be found
regarding modelling and profiling applied at different layers [90, 101] and
also related to peripherals utilization [66, 87]. At higher levels of abstraction
and involving software related aspects work has been conducted on mod-
elling operating systems performance [7] and services [86]. Work is being
conducted in order to raise the awareness of the embedded software devel-
oper to take energy consumption into consideration when creating software,
based on what is called “energy transparency” [24]. This is possible through
the application of static analysis of energy consumption. An example is the
work conducted in the ENTRA project7. Under this approach, an Instruction
Set Architecture is characterized based on experimental measurements [61].
Using that model it is possible to produce energy consumption estimates
5 Crescendo official website is: http://crescendotool.org/
6 DESTECS official website is: http://www.destecs.org/
7 ENTRA official website is: http://entraproject.eu//
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of software through the analysis of its Intermediate Representation at the
compiler level [42]. This approach has been generalized so it is possible to
take different configurations and inputs into consideration as parameters for
simulations [74].
Energy consumption in computation has been studied in connection to
specific computational aspects such as temperature [103] or reliability. In [38]
an energy/reliability trade-off analysis is conducted based on a probabilistic
model. As a result of this it is possible to find a reliable and energy efficient
system implementation. This approach is primarily focused on scheduleabil-
ity and application mapping. This analysis is more rigorous than what is
possible to conduct with the VDM-RT modelling language and it could be
used as a complimentary one to determine optimal application mappings.
The development of Wireless Sensor Networks [21] resulted in the cre-
ation of small embedded devices with both communication and computa-
tional capabilities. This extended the concept of System-Level to include
both computation and communication aspects and therefore consider energy
consumption in both areas [102].
Extensive work exists at different layers in the communication side rang-
ing from specific physical models for concrete technologies such as BLE [25],
network protocols [110, 111, 80] or focusing on the wireless node as an
individual system and studying its individual energy consumption [89, 114].
There are specialized network simulators such as OMNET [16] that have been
extended for taking energy consumption at the node level into consideration
while enabling the simulation of network related aspects [29].
An additional perspective on this is the study of the energy source itself,
by developing models of the battery powering the system [103, 97, 113]. Fur-
thermore, work has been conducted on co-simulating communication aspects
together with energy harvesting issues [22].
2.5 Systems engineering lifecycles
The development of systems is typically organized in lifecycles that span
from the very beginning with the system inception until the final stages with
the system acceptance. This lifecycle can be represented in several ways,
the most commonly accepted being the V-model. This model structures the
creation of systems in several phases that are matched with verification and
validation phases. At the bottom of the V the actual realization is conducted.
The naming of these phases vary depending on the organization proposing the
V-model and normally companies tailor it so it suits their needs. In Figure 2.4
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a simplified version of the V-model proposed by INCOSE [46] is presented.
The creation of a system starts with an inception phase where the system
concept is defined and the user requirements are captured. This is followed
by two phases in which the system and the subsystems requirements are spec-
ified. After that the subsystems architectures are designed and finally realized.
Following the realization, a number of Quality Assurance (QA) phases that
form the right hand side of the V are carried out. These are matched with




















Figure 2.4: Simplification of the V-model proposed in [46].
The lifecycle described above is typically document intensive, meaning
that it requires the production of requirements, design and QA documents
for most of the phases. An alternative version to this is a more model-based
lifecycle as shown in Figure 2.5, in which models of different kinds are used
to support and document the different activities carried out in the phases. For
example the IBM proposes Harmony, which is a methodology that could be
framed within a V-model, uses SysML and UML to specify and represent
systems [45]. However this methodology is still very focused around soft-
ware development and not suitable for the development of entire CPSs. A
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step further in the model-driven engineering approach is a complete, model-
based lifecycle, in which on the left side of the V the models are used to
specify, analyze and explore the design space and on the right side of the V
models, the analysis conducted over them and over the system/subsystems
realizations can be used to conduct QA and gain confidence on the system
produced. An overview of this lifecycle is presented in Figure 2.5. Such an
approach has been already proposed for software-based systems using the
use cases technique and the VDM notations [70]. While valid for embedded
software systems and, to a limited extent, embedded hardware systems this
lifecyle lacks methodological guidelines to address CPSs. This is in part com-
plemented by the approach proposed in [33] where guidelines to addressed
both cyber and physical parts of CPSs and model them using VDM-RT and
20-Sim respectively are proposed. Following a similar approach the CT mod-
elling environment Modellica [36, 35] has been used to capture requirements
in a clear and unambiguous manner and to facilitate their traceability [106]
down to the implementation level. Additionally, this approach incorporates a















Figure 2.5: V-model using model-driven engineering techniques.
The approaches described above are process-oriented. However, it is also
possible to adopt an artefact-oriented approach, where models are additions
to existing process and are used as tools to facilitate collaboration. Such an
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approach is proposed in [93] and it uses SysML and UML to specify require-
ments for CPSs. This could be a perfectly valid way to fit some of the mod-
elling activities proposed in this thesis within an engineering development
process existing in an organization. In this work, we take a V-model lifecycle
as the starting point in order to facilitate the explanation of the contributions
in a well known and clearly defined systems engineering context.
2.6 Summary
This chapter has provided the necessary background to understand the core
contributions of this thesis. The concept of CPSs has been introduced fol-
lowed by an explanation of energy consumption and the presentation of en-
ergy saving techniques relevant to this work. Additionally modelling lan-
guages and methods for software and physical systems have been introduced
followed by systems engineering lifecycles that make use of these techniques
to construct CPSs. The following chapter takes as starting point the concepts
presented here and explains how this thesis addresses their current limita-




A System-Level Methodology for the
Energy-Aware Design of Cyber-Physical Systems
3.1 System-Level approach to the energy analysis of
Cyber-Physical Systems
CPSs are composed of several kinds of subsystems, the most relevant being
electromechanical subsystems, computational subsystems and communica-
tion subsystems. In order to get a holistic view of the energy consumption
in the CPS under study all the subsystems shall be taken into considera-
tion. Only by having this overall perspective it is possible to compare the
energy consumption across the different subsystems that compose the CPS
and determine where potential optimization efforts should be focused in or-
der to lower the overall system’s energy consumption. Additionally, these
subsystems normally have interactions between them, implying that the way
subsystem A functionality is realised might have an impact in subsystem
B’s energy consumption and performance. For example, imagine a CPS in
which a mechanical plant is supervised by a controller through sensor and
actuator units. These units are wirelessly connected to the hardware platform
executing the controller software. This scenario is represented in Figure 3.1.
In this relatively simple case it is not possible to design the control software
without taking the characteristics of the wireless communication channel into
consideration. In addition, the control software cannot be designed without
considering the specifics of the mechanical plant. Finally, the mechanical
plant cannot be designed without considering how the actuator and the sensor
units are going to operate. On top of all these considerations one has to
consider the energy consumption factor. For example, implementing a spe-
cific power saving policy on the control software might result in a delayed
response to sensor readings and potentially result in a slower action via the
actuators. This can have consequences on the energy consumption in the me-
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chanical plant, and as a consequence consume more energy that was saved on














Figure 3.1: Example of a CPS featuring subsystems of different nature.
In order to analyse this kind of scenario, address the energy related issues
as well as other challenges present in the design and development of such a
system, the engineering disciplines involved should be capable of:
1. Achieving a holistic view on energy consumption. This kind of overall
perspective on energy consumption allows comparison of systems of
different natures developed by different disciplines within a single view.
2. Coping with the complexity associated with the design of this kind of
systems. CPSs are composed of multiple subsystems that present their
own design and implementation challenges not only from the energy
consumption viewpoint but also from the functionality perspective. Be-
ing able to select the relevant aspects, focus and scope of the problem
must be an integral part of the approach to tackle the design of CPS in
which energy or power consumption is an issue.
3. Having a realistic yet manageable way of addressing the energy and
power consumption in the different kinds of subsystems, so it can be
analyzed systematically.
4. Having a way to gain confidence in the system design. This implies that
the different disciplines representing the subsystems should be able to
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validate and verify their design decisions, especially the ones regarding
energy and power consumption.
5. Exploring the design space and therefore being able to justify why their
design choices are the most appropriate.
In order to address capabilities 1 and 2 the application of abstract mod-
elling is proposed. This is first conducted at the system level and later on
at the subsystem level. This modelling is focused on capturing the function-
ality the system and subsystems are providing. In order to address the en-
ergy consumption in more detail and therefore address capability 3 a number
of modelling approaches and techniques for the different kinds of subsys-
tems are proposed. These address electromechanical subsystems, computa-
tion and communication subsystems respectively and are presented below.
These models are developed using a heterogeneous approach. This means that
several modelling notations are used depending on the engineering discipline
conducting the modelling activities. This allows the engineers representing
the different disciplines involved to use a notation which they feel com-
fortable using and that permits the creation of accurate models within their
concrete application area. The challenge there is to reconcile a number of
models developed using different modelling notations so they can be co-
simulated, making it possible for the different disciplines involved in their
creation to collaborate in an easier manner. As discussed in Section 2.3 there
are co-simulation engines that can be used to address this issue. A different
approach is to use languages that enable the creation of domain independent
system representations, such as SysML. These kinds of languages cannot be
used to produce models at the same degree of fidelity as domain specific ones
and the kind of analysis that one can conduct is more focused around system
architecture and hierarchy. However, they bring the advantage that they are
relatively easy to learn by the different types of engineers involved in the CPS
design and that these models can be used as a communication mechanism.
Finally, and through the simulation of the models produced throughout this
model-driven engineering approach it is possible to address capability 4 and
produce the necessary evidence to support energy-related design claims.
The approach described above is framed within the model-driven engi-
neering V lifecycle introduced in Section 2.5 and formulated as a number of
”add-ons”. Therefore, a contribution of this work is:
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Contribution 1. Additions to the model-based engineering V lifecycle
so it is possible to address the energy consumption through a holistic
heterogeneous modelling approach.
Figure 3.2 shows where in the V lifecycle the additions are located. These
additions are:
1. Energy consumption evaluation and interface definition: This addition
consist of the creation of a prioritized list of subsystems to be analyzed
depending on their energy consumption. This enables focusing the op-
timization efforts where most energy is consumed. This prioritization
is initially done through different traditional engineering processes (see
Section 2.5) as well as by conducting experiments as defined later. Ad-
ditionally, the interfaces among the different subsystems that compose
the CPS are defined. This settles the basis for collaboration between the
different disciplines involved in the development of a CPS. Any change
on the interfaces would require the interaction of the disciplines involved
in the subsystems under consideration.
2. Experiments and energy-oriented modelling: This addition consist of
capturing how energy is spent at the overall CPS as well as at the subsys-
tem level. In order to do so a number of specific modelling approaches
and techniques are proposed later in the text. Additionally, experiments
as defined below, are introduced, so the notion of energy and power
consumption can be incorporated in a more accurate way into the mod-
els. The simulation of these models allows to study the performance of
the system with regard to energy consumption and to analyze different
candidate solutions for each subsystem. This enables the exploration of
the design space in a cost effective way.
3. Hardware In the Loop simulation: HIL simulation is incorporated in or-
der to facilitate that transition between models and subsystem realiza-
tion. Additionally, HIL facilitates verification activities, conducted on
the right hand side of the V lifecycle.
4. Evidence production: The application of this approach facilitates the pro-
duction of information that can support the low energy consumption
related claims. This can be coming from model/co-model/HIL simula-
tion as well as from experimental measurements conducted over the final
subsystem/system realizations.



















Figure 3.2: V lifecycle with the additions proposed here.
This approach to modelling and overall system understanding uses both
theory and practice through experiments. These are classified in two different
categories:
Explorative prototyping: in this kind of experiment part of a subsystem is
prototyped by physically building it. The purpose is to study specific
aspects that can later be incorporated into the model or alternatively to
validate a given hypothesis regarding the operation of that part of the
system. This can be related specifically to energy consumption or it can
be used to study any other functional aspects of the system (that are
ultimately relevant to energy consumption).
Measurement and profiling of existing elements: in this kind of experiment
a model of the subsystem under study is created empirically rather than
by developing a theoretical model analytically. Such an approach can be
beneficial when having to use ready-made elements such as subsystems
to be integrated or components to be used. Possible measurements that
could be targets for such a study would be: variables with direct or indi-
rect impact on the energy consumption, outputs provided by the system
or time-related measurements among others.
The methodological approach resulting from the combination of a V model
together with the additions proposed above facilitates the design and devel-
opment of CPS with a limited energy budget. In principle, these CPS can
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be of any size, but this approach has only been tested in this work with
low to medium complexity CPS running on batteries. The remainder of this
chapter presents the different kinds of modelling approaches as well as tool
developments produced in this thesis in order to address the different kinds
of subsystems that compose CPSs.
3.2 Electromechanical energy analysis
Electromechanical systems are a key part in many CPSs and often responsible
for delivering the functionality for which the system was initially conceived.
Additionally, they are usually composed of an electromechanical structure
and by some kind of controller. The way such controllers operate the elec-
tromechanics can have a significant impact on the total energy consumption.
Also different electromechanical architectures, such as different component
arrangements or the introduction of new kinds of sensors or actuators can
facilitate energy savings.
Energy consumption in electromechanical subsystems is mostly among
the highest in CPSs and therefore it is the main kind of subsystem to ad-
dress in order to optimize it. The modelling approach tackling these kinds
of systems is heterogeneous, since we use different modelling notations to
represent different system aspects (which can be in the Continuous Time (CT)
or Discrete Event (DE) domains).
Contribution 2. Guidelines for the representation of energy and power
consumption in electromechanical subsystems using co-simulation.
The application of this methodology has been structured as a sequence of
four main phases that are described below:
CT modelling: At this phase the electromechanical aspects of the system
are studied. These are represented using a CT formalism. Preliminary
CT models should capture the core physical process in the system and
define what variables are going to be used by the control logic, to be
studied from the DE side. Preliminary model validation and verification
can be conducted within the CT simulator without requiring a complete
representation of the control logic. Modelling until this point is focused
purely on capturing the functionality and does not incorporate the notion
of energy consumption.
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DE modelling: At this phase the control logic responsible for the supervision
and regulation of the electromechanics is represented. This logic is rep-
resented using a DE formalism. Preliminary DE models should perform
basic interaction with the electromechanical subsystem such as begin
able to command all the actuators and read all the sensors (i.e. being
able to use all the monitored and controlled variables properly). Once
this preliminary interaction between the models has been captured, it
is possible to conduct more sophisticated analysis. As in the previous
modelling stage, the models produced in here do not incorporate any
notion of energy consumption and are purely focused on capturing the
functionality.
Model instrumentation: At this phase the models are modified in such a
way that incorporate the notion of energy consumption. Instrumenta-
tion in this case is primarily conducted in the CT models, given the
fact that energy consumption in the DE side is typically negligible if
compared with the one on the CT side. It is advised to instrument the
CT models at the component level. In this way it is possible to evaluate
the contribution at the system-level of each individual component. This
allows the identification of potential optimizations in particular system
components. If one of the design objectives is the creation of a power
or energy-aware system the control logic can be made aware of the
power and energy consumption in the CT-side through the appropriate
monitored variables.
Model simulation and analysis: At this phase the CT and DE models form
a co-model that can be executed in a co-simulation. Here the target is
to explore different system configurations and monitor the system per-
formance versus the power and energy consumption. Concrete design
goals depend on the specifics of the system under study, but some of
the aspects that could be considered would be: instantaneous power
consumption under different scenarios, energy consumption per service
offered by the system, calculation of coarse-grained power and energy
budgets, determination of expected battery life-time, design of the sys-
tem behaviour under low battery levels (such as controlled degraded
system performance), design of energy saving techniques or design of
power and energy-aware operation among others.
The model-based engineering approach becomes especially relevant when
it comes to develop electromechanical subsystems. Thanks to modelling and
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simulation it is possible to study system architectures and configurations that
otherwise would be very expensive and time consuming to prototype. Even
though this phase is targeting specifically electromechanical subsystems, it
presents an approach that could potentially be applied to other kinds of sub-
systems. For example, a co-modelling approach could be interesting if the
focus would be studying the performance of an electronic unit represented in
the CT domain, and its supervision from the software side, represented in the
DE domain.
3.3 Computation/embedded software energy analysis
Whereas electromechanics presents the ”physical” part of a CPS the software
and hardware components constitute the ”cyber” part of a CPS. The energy
consumption in the computational part of the system also needs to be consid-
ered. This analysis is mainly focused on how and when to use the sleeping
facilities provided by the hardware executing the system’s software and how
that impacts the design of its logic. Since such phenomena is primarily a
discrete aspect of the system it is best described using a DE formalism such
as VDM-RT.
Contribution 3. Extension of the VDM-RT language for the representa-
tion of energy and power consumption in computational subsystems by
enabling sleeping states.
Contribution 4. Guidelines for the representation of CPU low power
states at an abstract level, that corresponds to the way real CPUs operate.
There are multiple ways to take energy consumption of computation into
consideration. These vary in terms of procedures (experimental methods,
simulation, profiling) as well as in abstraction level (transistor-level tech-
niques, CPU micro-architecture, OS Level, application software). The ap-
proach that is proposed here is to study the application duty cycle aiming at
sleeping the CPU core when there is no logic to be executed. It is also possible
to study the possibility of using different execution frequencies for the CPU
core and therefore enabling the study of frequency scaling. However with the
current hardware trends it could be more beneficial to run the CPU at a high
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speed so it can finish its computations earlier and sleep its core as much as
possible [19].
The starting point is the CPU execution environment provided by the
VDM-RT environment. These CPUs do not feature any representation of the
typical energy saving facilities that are normally present in today’s modern
microcontrollers as described in Section 2.2. The initial approach [P52] con-
sisted of the explicit modelling of an additional scheduling policy running
on top of the CPU preventing the pre-emption of a thread on a CPU core
that was in a virtual sleeping state. This approach was formulated as a design
pattern structure that could be used at the modelling level. Even though this
is effective from the functional point of view it makes the modelling phase
more complex. In order to address this limitation the VDM-RT language has
been extended with a sleep instruction and the necessary extensions to the
scheduler to support it [P50]. This implies that the VDM-RT scheduler does
not pre-empt threads in a sleeping CPU until it is active again. In Listing 3.1,
an example is shown in which this instruction invoked from a CPU called
microcontroller unit (mcu). Additionally the model captures the time it takes




-- Blocks until activated externally
duration (POST_WAKE_UP) PostWULogic(); 
Listing 3.1: High-level representation of the embedded software sleeping the
CPU.
Finally, the sleeping CPU has to be woken up from an entity external to
the processing core through an invocation of the active instruction, see
Listing 3.2. 
System‘mcu.active(); 
Listing 3.2: Static call waking up (activating) the mcu.
The entity responsible for waking up this core could be a sleep timer or
an external interrupt. We have presented [P50] a modelling pattern to capture
both strategies in VDM-RT. This pattern uses an architecture of two VDM-
RT CPUs, one of them configured as a hardware block and a second one
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configured as a processing core running software. The hardware block is
responsible for waking up the processing core from its sleeping state, which
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Figure 3.3: Modelling pattern for sleeping CPUs.
The models created with these facilities can be simulated over time and
produce a simulation log where it is indicated when, for how long and under
which mode the CPU has been sleeping. This, together with datasheet figures
as well as previous measurements produce energy consumption estimations
over a period of time.
From the methodological point of view, these modelling constructs shall
be used in the following way:
1. Determine the Real-Time requirements: At this phase it is specified
the real-time constraints the application must satisfy. Timing constrains
might come from different sources such as: time estimations based on
previous experiences in systems design, interfacing requirements im-
posed by external systems or timing constraints based on the ones present
in similar products. Time requirements can be expressed in VDM-RT
through the application of invariants. Additionally the modeller can ben-
efit from the application of the constructs duration and cycles in
order to represent the time penalties associated with the execution of
different parts of the logic represented in the model.
2. Determine the CPU clock frequency: At this phase the approximate
optimal operating frequency for the CPU that will run the control logic
is determined. This can be done by modifying the clock frequency of
the VDM-RT CPU and determining whether the real-time constraints
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are violated or not through model simulation. Here the main issue is to
decide between two possible strategies:
• Lower clock frequency, that will imply slower program execution
and lower power consumption in the active state. This option could
potentially require having the CPU active for a longer period of
time in order to finish the computations required. The sleeping
period therefore would be shorter.
• Higher clock frequency, that will imply faster program execution
and higher power consumption in the active state. This option could
potentially enable the CPU to finish their computational task sooner
and therefore have a longer sleeping period.
3. Determine the sleep strategy: At this phase it is determined which out
of the possibly multiple sleep modes the application is going to use. This
selection might depend on the components that are needed during the
CPU sleep modes as well as on the wake-up times. The wake-up delay
might have impact on the real-time requirements that has to be taken
into consideration. Additionally it might be necessary to revisit step 2
since this wake-up time might be dependent on the CPU frequency.
As in the case of electromechanical subsystems, the exploration of differ-
ent configurations and system architectures is simplified if conducted at the
simulation level. This facilitates a wider exploration of the design space and
eliminates problems always present in experimental approaches such as noise
and repeatability.
3.4 Communication energy analysis
As in the computation case, VDM-RT does not incorporate any notion of
energy consumption with regard to communication. On the other hand, as
explained above in Section 2.3, VDM-RT provides the necessary abstrac-
tions to represent distributed systems. Finally there were no clear indications
regarding the representation of networks in VDM-RT, since the notion of
BUSes and CPUs were initially targeting the representation of distributed
embedded systems rather than general communication networks.
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Contribution 5. Guidelines for the representation of energy consump-
tion in communication using the distributed aspects of VDM-RT, as well
as the representation of small-scale networks at an abstract level.
The representation of small scale networks in VDM-RT is built on top
of the language by explicitly representing the connection between nodes by
the application of visibility maps. These maps contain a separate entry for
each node in the network and a list of the nodes that it has within range.
This modelling pattern brings the possibility of representing different kinds of
network topology and gives the possibility of experimenting, to some extent


















Figure 3.4: Deployment diagram showing a VDM-RT network model.
The approach to energy consumption analysis is focused on keeping track
of the usage of the network interface in terms of data transmitted and re-
ceived. This, in principle, does not require any modification to the modelling
constructs provided by VDM-RT and it can be done by simply supervising
the amount of data that has been put through a VDM-RT BUS. Additionally,
it is possible to represent multiple operational states that feature different en-
ergy consumption by simply modelling those explicitly in VDM-RT. Finally
a logging functionality can be easily incorporated in the models as it is done
in the computational energy consumption analysis case.
This analysis could be applied to both wired and wireless networks (even
though naturally the usage of wireless interfaces is more common when con-
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sidering battery powered devices). This methodology targets small-scale net-
works (such as Body Area Networks) as well as the characterization of how
a single device handles its communication within networks of any size.
The methodology proposed to design communication subsystems is com-
posed of the following phases:
1. Abstract protocol modelling: At this phase the main focus resides on
capturing the high-level interactions between the systems involved in
the communication. Critical points to capture here are who is initiating
the communication, what kind of information communication scheme is
used (such as data push or pull) as well as time related requirements.
2. Definition of the application-level messages: At this phase the Pro-
tocol Data Units (PDU) that are going to be used during the commu-
nication are defined. Based on this it is possible to determine the ap-
proximate size of the packets that are going to be sent in the different
communication scenarios defined previously.
3. Message energy consumption profiling: At this phase it is determined
how much energy is spent when transmitting and, if relevant, receiving
the different messages that are involved in the communication. This
profiling can be conducted in different ways, such as: experimentally
by prototyping the transmission and reception of information, re-using
experimental models produced by other researchers or by using manu-
facturer specifications. The prototyping approach is suggested since it
allows to gain a more thorough insight into the technologies used.
4. Model instrumentation and simulation: At this phase the models are
instrumented so they incorporate the notion of energy consumption. This
allows the generation of communication logs that not only show the
interactions between the devices involved in the communication but also
the energy consumption. This total energy consumption is calculated by
adding the consumption associated to the transmission and reception of
each individual message, profiled in the previous step.
As in the case of energy consumption in computation, analysis in com-
munication can be carried out at different levels of abstraction. The intention
behind this approach is to evaluate the impact of different protocols at the
application level in energy consumption. For the analysis of energy consump-
tion at lower levels in the communication stack, it is advisable to conduct
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simulations using more dedicated simulators, such as MiXiM [15] or OM-
NET++ [16] and incorporate to the extent possible the simulation results
to the high level models presented in here. The latter also incorporate basic
models for simulating energy consumption at the node level that can be useful
in this context [29] .
3.5 Hardware In the Loop simulation
The approach proposed above relies heavily on the creation of models to
conduct energy consumption analysis. However, these models have to be,
eventually, transformed into a system realization. This process is not trivial
and it is conducted both automatically as well as manually in both hardware
and software fields. Additionally, it might be interesting to have the possi-
bility of integrating part of the models with partial system implementations
in order to conduct validation and verification as well as to gradually move
models to realization.
The 20-sim platform for CT modelling incorporates advance HIL sim-
ulation facilities as well as the possibility of generating code based on the
models created using the bond graphs formalism. On the DE modelling side
and taking VDM-RT as notation there has been no previous work on cre-
ating a HIL setup that can be used to combine models with partial system
implementations. Therefore, one of the contributions of this thesis is:
Contribution 6. Extension of the Overture platform to partly support
Hardware In the Loop simulation, therefore facilitating the combination
of models with partial system realizations.
The HIL setup created in this work had as main objectives: The possibility
of conducting execution time measurements that could be incorporated into
the VDM-RT model and the possibility of having a VDM-RT model interact-
ing and/or controlling the execution of a certain logic running in hardware or
software in an external Device Under Test (DUT). Such a functionality has
been achieved by incorporating elements able to both monitor and coordinate
simulation and execution in real targets. The hardware architecture of the HIL
system developed in here is shown if figure 3.5. The system is composed of
the following main blocks:
Workstation: Runs the VDM-RT models in the Overture environment as
well as the necessary logic for the interaction with external devices. It
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also uses the necessary interfaces to manage the rest of the components
involved in the simulation.
DUT: Device Under Test, is the external hardware that is in the loop with the
simulation. This can feature both hardware and software components
as well as software functionality to enable the management from the
workstation side.
Stimuli provider: Provides external signals to the DUT in order to represent
stimulus from external components or environmental conditions.
Logic Analyzer: Monitors the response of the DUT in its different logical
outputs, it measures execution times by reading duration pin status and
monitors other kinds of digital signal outputs such as PWM. It can be















Figure 3.5: SysML internal block diagram showing the composition of the
HIL setup.
Additionally, focusing on the software and taking into consideration the
workstation side, it has been necessary to make it possible for the overture
tool to interact with low-level hardware related aspects, such as communica-
tion with external Logic Analyzer and custom hardware components through
APIs and handling of serial communications with other devices. The work
conducted in the HIL area cannot be considered a finished product but it
demonstrates that HIL can be in fact realized within the Overture context and
that it can facilitate transition from models to realization, the increment of
model fidelity as well as testing. This work will be extended in the INTO-CPS
project1 and further details on this will be provided in the Section 5.5.
1 INTO-CPS official project website: http://into-cps.au.dk/
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3.6 Summary
This chapter has presented a new methodology to address the development
of CPSs in which energy consumption is a concern. The methodology is
model based and uses prototyping combined with heterogeneous modelling
in orther to address the subsystems present in a CPS. This methodology will





The methodology and modelling techniques presented in the previous chapter
have been applied to two different case studies from the medical domain.
Medical devices are typical examples of energy-constrained, battery pow-
ered CPS [95]. New technologies in the computation, communication and
electromechanical fields have made a new generation of wearable medical
devices possible [109]. Additionally, energy harvesting techniques have been
considered as possible solutions to increase device autonomy [8]. From the
methodological side, model based approaches for Design Space Exploration
(DSE) and Verification & Validation (V&V) targeting specifically wearable
solutions have been proposed [4, 88].
The case studies discussed here are: a compression stocking to treat leg
venous insufficiency (e-Stocking) and a wearable heart monitor. These cases
complement each other since the first one is more electromechanically inten-
sive while the second one is more focused on sensing, communication and
communication. The e-Stocking case study is also more complex and more
extensive work has been conducted developing prototypes of different kinds.
4.2 e-Stocking: a compression stocking to treat leg-venous
insufficiency
This case study is based on the European Ambient Assisted Living project
e-Stocking, in which the aim is to create a compression stocking to treat leg-
venous insufficiency1. This system is required to deliver a compression that
ranges from 40 mmHg at the ankle level to 20 mmHg below the knee. This
wearable healthcare device is composed of mechanical, software and com-
munication subsystems. A prototype of the device can be seen in Figure 4.1.
1 e-Stockings project official website is: http://www.e-stockings.eu/.
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Figure 4.1: The e-Stockings prototype.
An overview of the different parts of this system can be found in [P57].
Additionally, this device incorporated a network interface and performed a
number of communication operations, as presented in [P44].
This system presented a number of design challenges, where the most
relevant ones in relation to this PhD project are:
• The operational time should be between 12 to 14 hours, enabling the
patient a complete day of use without requiring a battery recharge.
• The pressure delivered to the limb shall be constant and within the pre-
scribed range. This implies that the stocking shall feature a regulation
mechanism that makes sure that the delivered compression is inside the
specified interval.
• The stocking controller should be able to communicate with a smart-
phone acting as an internet gateway and/or a configuration tool.
The methodology presented in chapter 3 was applied to tackle these chal-
lenges both from the functional and energy consumption point of view [P56].
This constitutes the following contribution of this PhD:
Contribution 7. The application of the methodological additions to the
design and implementation of a compression stocking to treat leg-venous
insufficiency.
4.2.1 Application of the methodological additions
In Section 3.1 a number of methodological additions to the traditional V life-
cycle were introduced. These additions have been applied in this case study
as follows:
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Component Current draw Voltage Power consumption
Pump 110 mA 3 V 330 mW
Valve 120 mA 3 V 360 mW
Manometers 1.4 mA 3.3 V 4.62 mW
CPU Active / 20 mA / 3.3 V 66 mW /
Sleeping / Hibernating 10 uA / 10 nA 3.3V 33 uW / 33 nW
Radio Tx/Rx 35/40 mA 3.3 V 115.5/132 mW
Table 4.1: Overview of the typical components power consumption.
1. System-Level Concept and System-Level Modelling: In this phase the
system was represented from a top-level perspective and the different
subsystems were identified. Additionally the interfaces between the sub-
systems were defined and preliminary inspection of the power consump-
tion figures of the different components was conducted. This implied
the application of the methodological additions 1 (Energy consumption
evaluation and interface definition) and 2 (Experiments and modelling).
As a result of this it was possible to get an overview of different power
consumption figures as presented in Table 4.1.
2. Subsystem-Level Modelling and Simulation: During this phase the dif-
ferent subsystems that comprise the compression stocking were studied
separately. Different experiments and profiling were conducted in or-
der to have more accurate figures and better understanding of power
consumption. Additionally the application of modelling and simulation
helped to explore the design space and study different candidate archi-
tectures and/or configurations for each of the subsystems that compose
the compression stocking.
3. Realization and Evidence Production: During this phase the selected de-
signs in the previous phase were realized and different, final verification
measurements were conducted. These helped in supporting the predic-
tions provided by the models as well as act as additional piece of evi-
dence to support quality related claims and/or the correct functionality
implementation. This is part of the methodological addition 4 (Evidence
production).
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4.2.2 Electromechanical modelling
The mechanical side of the compression stocking has been represented in a
20-sim CT model. The plant control logic has been modelled in VDM-RT.
The combination of the two models has been co-simulated using Crescendo.























Figure 4.2: SysML Internal Block Diagram of the mechanical model.
Air Flow Source: represents the pump that generates the air flow to be di-
rected to the air-bladders to build pressure. It is controlled by the soft-
ware controller and the effective airflow can be modulated.
Pneumatic Circuit: represents a concrete arrangement of valves and tub-
ing connections. The valves are controllable from the software and this
makes it possible to direct the air-flow to a single air bladder. The valves
are also responsible for the venting of the air bladders, however this
cannot be modulated.
Manometer: is an air pressure sensor that can monitor the level of compres-
sion in the different air bladders. Due to the way it is connected through
the pneumatic circuit a single manometer can be used to monitor any of
the three chambers.
Air Bladders: represent the chambers integrated in the stocking in which
pressure builds-up. Their air intake can be locked without having to
energize the valves.
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Transfer Functions: are different mathematical expressions that determine
how the pressure in the air chambers map to the pressure over the skin,
representing the effective compression. They can be replaced depending
on the compression principle under evaluation and the rest of the model
still can be reused.
Controller: contains the necessary interface definitions to communicate the
mechanical model with the software control logic modelled in VDM-RT.
Figure 4.3 presents the top level representation of the 20-sim plant model.
The complete model connects two more bladder subsystems (shown with the
dashed box) to the distribution valve but they have been removed in this case
for clarity. The pneumatic circuit presented above is decomposed in a Dis-
tribution valve and one Pass valve per bladder subsystem. The Distribution
valve is responsible for directing the air flow to the air bladder that has to
be inflated. The Pass valve is responsible for locking the air bladder once
inflation has been completed. Hence, in order to inflate an air bladder two
valves have to be energized. The block LegSegment introduced the transfer
function that maps the pressure built in the AirBladders with the pressure ex-
erted over the leg. This model incorporates the notion of power consumption
in the most power demanding components: the Distribution valve, the Pass
valve and the Pump. When the models are simulated the power consump-
tion figures are integrated over time, resulting in the energy consumption for
each individual component. The models are instrumented so both power and
energy consumption are monitored variables in the simulation but without
having an impact on the simulation performance.
Figure 4.3: 20-sim CT model of the compression stocking.
The software controller modelled in VDM-RT contains the necessary in-
terfaces to control the simulated sensors (manometer) and actuators (valve
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and pump). Additionally it features different regulation algorithms and con-
figurations. These regulation algorithms aim at maintaining the pressure in
the air bladders constant and constitute the core logic of the DE models. The
most relevant ones are:
Simple regulation: that is based on conditional logical statements and do not
modulate the pump air flow. This implies that the pump will be engaged
fully in case additional compression is needed and the air bladders will
be vented in case over-pressure occurs.
PID regulation: Proportional Integral Derivative [112, 39], that modulates
the pump airflow depending on the deviation from the target pressure.
Due to this behaviour it is said to be proportional in the inflation. Due to
the mechanical construction of the system it is not possible to modulate
the venting process and therefore it cannot be made proportional in the
deflation. Therefore, a full PID controller cannot be incorporated in this
system.
Listing 4.1 shows part of the model for a proportional regulation of the
pressure in one of the air bladders. In this case the pump is driven propor-
tionally to the error (err), which is the difference between current and target
pressure (setPoint). Prior to engage the pump at specific rate, the con-
troller sets the air distribution valve and opens the pass valve for the target air
bladder (AB1). 
err := setPoint - manometerAB1.getPressure();
if (err > threshold) then (




Listing 4.1: Proportional regulation applied to air bladder 1.
4.2.3 Computation modelling
The control regulation logic introduced in the previous section is deployed as
a software component, executed by the CPU integrated on the e-Stocking mi-
crocontroller. This CPU features a number of low power operational states to
choose between when developing applications. Depending on the low power
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state used by the developer (Sleeping or Hibernating2) different kinds of
wake-up mechanisms are available. In this work we have considered the
following and most common ones:
Wake-up on sleep timer expiration: The CPU remains in a low power state
until an internal timer overflows, generating an internal (within the chip)
interrupt that wakes up the CPU. Applying this wake-up mechanism
typically implies using the more energy demanding low power states
such as the Sleep mode.
Wake-up on external event: The CPU remains in a low power state until
an external event generates an interrupt that activates it. Applying this
wake-up mechanism allow the use of Sleep or Hibernation modes.
These mechanisms facilitate the implementation of two different software
regulation strategies for the e-Stocking case study:
Periodic regulation: in which the regulation logic is executed as a periodic
thread. The period that determines how often the logic has to be executed
can be determined by the study of the control requirements carried out
during the mechanical modelling, presented in the section above. While
the regulation is not executing, the processor can be put to sleep. This
approach makes use of a Wake-up on sleep timer expiration strategy.
Event-triggered regulation: in which the regulation logic is executed once
a pressure loss has been detected by smart sensors. The CPU can be put
to sleep for an undefined period of time and remain in that state until it
is notified by any of the sensors. This approach makes use of a Wake-up
on external event strategy.
The energy consumption will depend directly on the strategy adopted and
how it uses the low power features based on sleeping modes. These regulation
strategies are implemented through two different system architectures, shown
in the UML deployment diagram presented in Figure 4.5. These architectures
are:
2 Modern CPUs incorporate several low power modes, the most common being: a Sleep
mode with a current draw within the order of microamps and a Hibernation mode, with a
current draw of nanoamps and less reactive than the first one. Mode names vary depending on
the manufacturer.
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Architecture A: implements a periodic regulation strategy in which the CPU
executes regulation logic and moves to sleeping state. After the sleep
timer has expired it wakes up the CPU and executes the regulation pro-
cess again. The system uses passive pressure sensors that have to be
actively polled by the CPU.
Architecture B: implements an aperiodic regulation strategy in which the
CPU hibernates until an abnormal pressure level is detected by the pres-
sure sensors. This architecture makes use of Smart Pressure sensors,
capable of monitoring the pressure levels independently of the main
CPU. Once a pressure deviation has been detected by these pressure
sensors they generate an external interrupt that wakes up the main CPU,
that will finally execute the regulation logic. The power consumption of
these sensors is higher than the passive sensors but still negligible and
orders of magnitude below the power consumption of the CPU executing
the control logic.
Common to both architectures are the CPU core and the PWMDriver block,
that is responsible for generating the airflow to inflate the chambers.
Both architectures have been modelled in VDM-RT as shown in the de-
ployment diagram presented in Figure 4.4. In this diagram we use nodes to
represent the VDM-RT CPUs (stereotyped as <<CPU>>). In these CPUs
we deploy different parts of the model to run independently and they are con-
nected through VDM-RT BUSes. This model can be configured in two dif-
ferent ways to represent either Architecture A or B, by using the model of the
SleepTimer or the WakeUpInterrupt respectively. The Controller
class deployed in the node mcu models the logic that implements the regu-
lation functionality presented in the previous Listing 4.1 as well as the logic
that determines whether the CPU is sleeping or not.
4.2.4 Communication modelling
The e-Stocking case presents several communication scenarios [P44]. We
have focused on the most relevant from the energy consumption point of
view:
Health monitoring: In this scenario the stocking transmits current and his-
torical data regarding treatment adherence and condition evolution.























Figure 4.4: Class diagram showing the models general structure.
Figure 4.5: Deployment diagram with architectures for the two different
regulation strategies.
Calibration and configuration: In this scenario the stocking settings that
determine how the treatment is conducted (mainly pressure levels) are
set through an external device.
In order to model these scenarios, we proposed the application of the
Distributed Real-Time features of VDM-RT. The models developed using
VDM-RT follow the structure presented in [P55]. This structure supports the
modelling of small-scale networks such as Body Area Networks with several
nodes interacting. In this case this structure can be simplified since there are
only two nodes communicating. This structure is applied to this case as shown
in the UML deployment diagram presented in Figure 4.6. The resulting model
uses VDM-RT CPUs as execution environments in which the communica-
tion logic is run. The nodes represent the e-Stocking and an external client
that connects to it in order to perform Health monitoring or Calibration and
configuration as described above. The connection between the two nodes
is represented through a VDM-RT BUS representing a 802.15.4 link. Each
node is able to transmit data to the other by pushing it through the bus to the
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target receive buffer (eSBuffer and clientBuffer). Each node is able


















Figure 4.6: UML deployment diagram showing the structure of the VDM-RT
communicaiton models.
4.2.5 Application results
The execution of the mechanical models has enalbed the evalutaion of dif-
ferent regulation configurations to determine their effectiveness as well as to
compare them regarding their energy performance. We evaluated two differ-
ent scenarios: compression from an idle state and regulation after an under-
pressure event occurred. Such an event might happen due to small leaks that
have an impact on the pressure level during treatment. The simulation of the
models allowed us to draw the following conclusions:
• The energy consumption during inflation and regulation is proportional
to the time this process has taken and this is due to the particular config-
uration of the pneumatic circuit.
• This time can be reduced by inflating the air bladders as fast as possible,
by configuring the PID controller with a high proportional constant,
• This implies that the valves that have to be triggered during inflation
will be energized as briefly as possible, hence decreasing the energy
consumption.
Applying this principle to the design of the software controller has lead
to a decrement of ≈33% in energy consumption. Figure 4.7 presents the
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Control System Energy Time Active Pump Energy
Algorithm Consumption [Seconds] Consumption
[Joules] [Joules]
(a) p gain 2 323 222 103
(b) p gain 1 367 267 102
(c) p gain 0.5 472 372 102
(d) dummy control 348 232 116
Table 4.2: Energy consumed under different control algorithms.
Figure 4.7: Power consumption of different control algorithms. y axis: power
in watts, x axis: time in seconds.
evolution of power consumption over time and Table 4.2 the different total
energy consumption estimations for each controller.
On the computational side, both architectures presented in Section 4.2.3
were simulated under a common scenario in which the regulation over a
period of time of 200 ms was considered. In this scenario a pressure loss
taking place at 150 ms was simulated. Both system models were simulated
and their power consumption represented over time, producing the activity
graphs shown in Figure 4.8. Based on these CPU activity graphs, taking into
consideration CPU manufacturer specifications and basic CPU current draw
measurements we were able to predict concrete average power and energy
consumption figures.
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Figure 4.8: Activity over time predicted by the models in Architectures A
(upper graph) and B (lower graph) in the scenario under study.
Finally, both architectures and control strategies were implemented on
an ARM Cortex M3 based microcontroller and the energy consumption of
both realizations measured. This resulted on the power consumption measure-
ments shown on Figure 4.9 that allowed to validate the predictions showing
that these exhibited an accuracy of 5% with regard to energy consumption.
On the communication side, several models capturing the communication
process were created. The first two models captured the interaction between
the devices (Model 1) and the information exchange (Model 2). Simulation
results regarding energy consumption are produced later, after the notion
of energy consumption has been incorporated through energy consumption
message profiling and model instrumentation and simulation, as described in
section 3.4.
Figure 4.10 shows the power consumption over time measured at the com-
munication interface when transmitting and receiving a single byte. When
integrated over time, this yields an energy consumption of 64 µJoules in
transmission and 22 µJoules in reception. Due to message overhead and pro-
tocol specifics, there is practically no difference between transmitting mes-
sages that contains a payload between 1 to 10 bytes long. After conducting
the profiling of the network interface presented here and measuring the time
it takes to send and receive each message, Model 3 was created, featuring an
estimation of the energy consumed on the communication side of the system.
Basic predictions are shown in Table 4.3.
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Figure 4.9: Actual power consumption of the control logic execution over
time in Architectures A (upper graph) and B (lower graph). Note the
logarithmic vertical scale.
Figure 4.10: Power consumption for a single byte transmission and reception
in the communication interface.
4.3 Wearable Heart Monitor
The second case study used in this thesis is based on the modelling, design
and realization of a Wearable Heart monitor. There is extensive previous work
on wearable ElectroCardioGraph (ECG) and pulse monitors both for medical,
sports and research applications [3]. The novelty here resides in the energy
analysis conducted through the application of the methodological additions
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Model 1 Model 2 Model 3
Interactions Information Time, Energy Consumption
<– – RX <ConnectionRequest> s0e 0.5 mSec +22 µJoules
– – >TX <ACK > s1e 1 mSec +64 µJoules
<– – RX <SetPressures > s53203040e 1.5 mSec +22 µJoules
– – >TX <ACK > s1e 2 mSec +64 µJoules
<– – RX <Disconnection> s2e 2.5 mSec +22 µJoules
Total communication time 2.5 mSec, Total energy consumption: 194 µJoules
Table 4.3: e-Stocking communication model execution results for the config-
uration scenario.
presented in Section 3.1 rather than on the device itself. This led to the last
contribution of this PhD thesis:
Contribution 8. The application of the methodological additions to the
design and prototyping of a wearable heart monitor.
The heart activity is monitored typically by studying the ECG signal, that
represents the electrical activity of different parts of the heart over time. The
ECG waveform is decomposed in several parts being one of them the QRS
complex. Figure 4.11 shows three different QRS complexes corresponding
to three different heartbeats. The HRV is defined as the separation in time
between consecutive R peaks (RR distance) in the ECG and can be used
to diagnose a number of medical conditions associated to the Autonomous
Nervous System. The Instantaneous Heart Rate measured in BPM is defined
as 6000 divided by the separation in time between two consecutive R peaks
measured in milliseconds.
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Figure 4.11: ECG waveform highlighting its main components.
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Several application scenarios have been considered in order to be able to
apply the modelling approach in more cases. The scenarios are:
ECG monitoring: In this scenario the monitoring device continuously sends
the ECG waveform to a second external analysis/display device.
Heart Rate Variability (HRV) monitoring: In this scenario the monitoring
device determines the HRV over a certain period of time. This can be
relayed through the communication interface or stored in memory.
Pulse monitoring: In this scenario the monitoring device calculates the Beats
Per Minute (BPM) and stores them in memory. This can be relayed
through the communication interface or stored in memory.
The case study present a number of requirements that have an impact on
the real-time operation of the system. These are:
1. The ECG should be sampled at 250 Hz.
2. The HRV study based on analysis in the frequency domain require a
sampling frequency of 100 Hz3.
3. The R peaks detection for HRV study in the time domain should be
carried out with a precision of 5 ms.
4. The HRV study is conducted over periods of 2 minutes.
4.3.1 Application of the methodological additions
In Section 3.1 a number of methodological additions to the traditional V life-
cycle were introduced. These additions have been applied in this case study
as follows:
1. System-Level Concept and System-Level Modelling: In this phase the
system was represented at a high level of abstraction and its main con-
stituent blocks were identified. In this phase the specifications of the
components were reviewed and a high level inspection of the different
application scenarios was conducted. These steps, together with basic
measurements (application of the methodological addition 2) led to a
basic indication of where the main energy analysis should be conducted
(application of methodological addition 1).
3 Based on this relatively low sampling frequency the signal can be interpolated to increase
its resolution later on, enabling a precise analysis of the HRV.
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2. Subsystem-Level Modelling and Simulation: In this phase the different
subsystems were modelled, paying special attention to the computation
and the communication subsystems. Furthermore experiments were con-
ducted to determine more precise energy consumption figures for the
different functionalities to be implemented in the system and their results
incorporated into the models (application of methodological addition 2).
3. Realization and Evidence Production: In this phase a partial realization
of the system was conducted in order to validate the main model pre-
dictions (application of methodological addition 4). A complete imple-
mentation of the system was not produced since the main purpose of this
case study is to apply the methodological additions and not to produce a
full working prototype of the heart monitor.
4.3.2 System-Level modelling
At this initial modelling stage the system was analyzed from a top level and
the key subsystems identified. These are presented in Figure 4.12 through a
















Figure 4.12: BDD of the ECG system.
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Additionally a basic inspection of the power consumption of different
system components under different operational modes was carried out.
These figures suggest that the power consumption figures can be similar
for computation and communication subsystems depending on the chosen
configuration and that it is not possible to determine directly which subsys-
tem is going to be consuming the most. Additionally, the analog front-end
presents a constant power consumption when acquiring the ECG signal and
no energy saving techniques can be applied here (besides power gating it
when not in use).
4.3.3 Computation modelling
Figure 4.13 shows a the UML class diagram of the VDM-RT model of the
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Figure 4.13: UML class diagram of the VDM-RT software models.
Heart Monitor: models the software logic that implements the core func-
tionality of the device. This class is subclassed in three different be-
haviours depending on the functionality the device has to offer (ECG
Monitor, Pulse Monitor or HRV Monitor).
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Communication Interface: represents the subsystem responsible for data
transmission to a second device, responsible for data presentation to the
final user.
Analog Front-end: represents the subsystem that acquires, filters and pro-
cess the heart signals. It provides as output an analog voltage that can be
sampled and acquired from the Heart Monitor logic.
The modelling of the system from the computation point of view started
with a high-level description of the software logic and the interfaces between
the software system and the external hardware, which defined the model
boundaries. Following this, abstract representations of the sequences of ac-
tions for each scenario discussed above was created, paying special attention
to the time constraints foreseen for each particular scenario and the instruc-
tions in the logic that could potentially have a negative impact on those.
The reason behind this focus is two-fold: first because real-time deadlines
have an impact the system implementation and second because depending on
the real-time performance required some energy-saving optimizations are not
possible.
The ECG monitoring behaviour has been modelled as a periodic thread
with an execution frequency specified by ECG MONITOR PERIOD (see List-
ing 2. Given the fact that the goal is to reach a sampling frequency of 250
Hz, the thread period has been set to 4 ms. The operations conducting the
sampling and transmission or storage of a sample have to be completed within
that period of time so the system can process the next sample on time (and
therefore effectively provide the 250 samples per second). This implies that
the duration of each of the operations executed during the sampling cycle has
to be taken into consideration in the VDM-RT model. 
thread periodic(ECG_MONITOR_PERIOD,0,0,0)(logic); 
Listing 4.2: Declaration of the periodic real-time thread in VDM-RT.
 




(txBuffer := txBuffer ˆ
[mk_CommInterface‘message(time,sample)]);
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duration(COMPARISON_DURATION) ();




duration (TX_MESSAGE_DURATION) (skip););); 
Listing 4.3: Logic executed within the periodic thread.
The operations have been prototyped and profiled in the concrete CPU (an
Atmega 328 microcontroller). The kind of operations used in this sampling
cycle and the actions they perform makes the scaling of the CPU processing
frequency insignificant. The bottleneck in the sampling process is the data
transmission through the serial interface, therefore it has been set to a max-
imum baudrate (115200) and therefore a frequency of 4MHz has been set,
suitable for that particular baudrate. No further reduction in execution fre-
quency is possible and therefore no further reduction of energy consumption
through frequency scaling.
This basic model and analysis of the computation system time and energy
performance, could be used as a base to explore other kinds of functionality
such as the applicability of compression schemes over the samples and how
these could be carried out without altering the real-time performance. Ad-
ditionally it could be interesting to see if other actions could be performed
incrementally during the available processing time between samples or if it
could be feasible to skip a certain number of samples with a given period in
order to carry out other operations.
The behaviour for the HRV and pulse monitoring case have been mod-
elled in a similar way and profiled for the chosen CPU accordingly. In the
HRV monitoring case two kinds of analysis are possible: 1) to store the ECG
waveform in an SD card and perform an off-line analysis or 2) to conduct an
on-line analysis by registering the difference between the arrival of the peaks
in the ECG signal (R peaks).
The design for an on-line HRV analysis is based on having the analog
front-end triggering an external interrupt every time a peak is detected in
the ECG. This triggers an Interrupt Service Routine (ISR) that stores a time
mark in a local buffer and puts the processor in an idle loop waiting for the
next peak to trigger the interrupt again and repeat the process. The process of
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detecting the peak and triggering the ISR is very fast and conducted in less
than one ms, therefore it does not compromise the RT performance of the
system.
A possible approach to energy consumption reduction in this case is to
have the CPU core sleeping as it was carried out in the previous case study.
In this case the Interrupt triggered by the analog front-end could wake-up the
CPU that would be waiting in a sleeping model. A review of the microcon-
troller specifications has shown that the wake up time of the CPU is close to
100ms rendering this energy saving approach unfeasible without compromis-
ing the real-time performance of the system. A possible alternative would be
to use a CPU with a faster wake-up time, which could allow sleeping cycles
between the heartbeats.
The pulse monitor has been modelled and implemented using this tech-
nique, allowing the reduction of energy consumption during operation yet
providing correct system operation.
4.3.4 Communication modelling
The analysis of the computation subsystem shows that data is produced at
different rates depending on the considered scenario. These figures are shown
in Table 4.4. As it can be see there, the most energy demanding scenario
is ECG monitoring, since it is the one with the highest data transmission
requirements. It is critical that the data is sent through the communication
interface as fast as possible so the real-time performance is not affected and
no samples are lost due to buffer overflows. Additionally the device still has
to operate in an energy-efficient way.
Operational Mode Sampling Rate Data Production Rate
ECG monitoring 250 Hz 500 bytes/sec
HRV ECG-based 100 Hz 200 bytes/sec
HRV time-based 2 Samples/sec 4 bytes/sec
Pulse monitoring 2 Samples/sec 4 bytes/sec
Table 4.4: Data production rates.
From the VDM-RT perspective the communication interface has been
modelled as a hardware block that receives data to be transmitted. This means
that the logic within the interface runs in a separate VDM-RT CPU configured
with a processing speed at least one order of magnitude higher than the VDM-
RT CPU running software. The logic of the communication interface is run
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periodically and can be configured to send a certain number of samples per
packet (see PACKET SIZE).
 
public COMM_INTERFACE_THREAD_PERIOD : nat = 1e5;
public PACKET_TX_TIME : nat = 4e5;
public PACKET_SIZE : nat = 20; 
Listing 4.4: Configurable parameters of the VDM-RT model of the Commu-
nications Interface.
In order to minimize the overhead in the transmission of the data due to
the construction of frames, it has been decided to send the information in
packets of 20 Bytes (10 samples per packet).
Based on this packet size and the specification of the different commu-
nication interfaces considered as well as the protocols they implement, one
could calculate the energy consumed for each packet transmitted. However
(and using the experiment-based methodological addition presented previ-
ously) different communication interfaces have been profiled for the specific
scenarios discussed in the models. These interfaces have been profiled for a
data packet of 20 Bytes and its power consumption measured over time. Ad-
ditionally, these measurements allow to produce more accurate estimates of
energy consumption per amount of information transmitted, that can be incor-
porated into the models in order to produce precise energy consumption pre-
dictions for each usage scenario and communication technology. Figure 4.14
shows the power consumption over time measured at the communication
interface for a packet of 20 Bytes. The numerical integration of this yields
the energy consumption, which is shown in Table 4.5. These energy con-
sumption measurements are incorporated into the model, which can be run
with different data production rates (by modifying the sampling frequency)
and therefore producing different energy consumption estimates for different
configurations. These measurements have been conducted over the commu-
nications interface when transmitting the final packet, therefore including the
overhead associated to error correction codes and protocol specifics. Even
though these details are not captured explicitly in the VDM-RT model they
can be taken into consideration when calculating the final energy consump-
tion after the measured energy consumption figures have been incorporated
into the models.
In this case the communication interfaces energy consumption has been
measured directly and incorporated in the models, however one could use
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Figure 4.14: Communication interfaces power consumption over time.
Interface type Energy Consumption Energy Consumption
20 Bytes Tx per Byte TX
BLE Nordic Semic. 23 µJoules 1.1 µJoules
Xbee 802.15.4 390 µJoules 19.5 µJoules
Bluetooth RN-42 2220 µJoules 111 µJoules
Table 4.5: Energy consumption for each kind of communication interface
considered.
generic energy consumption models provided by manufacturers [59] or reuse
more complete experimental models created by other researchers [25].
Based on the simulation of the models and the energy consumption esti-
mates it can be concluded that:
• Bluetooth presents a high energy consumption since it has to main-
tain the communication channel open continuously. Additionally the
long connection times makes it impossible to perform periodic connec-
tion and disconnection. On the positive side bluetooth presents a very
high data rate of several Mbits/sec, which could be useful in case data
production rate would be higher.
• XBee is more energy efficient than bluetooth and allows to send small
packets of data. The overhead in the packet is reduced yet it has to
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be taken into consideration when sizing the payload. From an appli-
cation perspective this kind of network technology is not widespread
and its interaction with other external devices is more limited, however
previous research has presented gateways between this technology and
smartphones [78].
• BLE is the most energy efficient solution in this case and offers a higher
data throughput if compared with the XBee solution. It also offers a
configurable packet size and a reduced header. This results in less data
to be transmitted and a higher effective datarate. As shown in the model
simulation is the most suitable communication strategy from the energy
consumption point of view.
4.3.5 Application results
Based on the simulation of the models it has been possible to evaluate dif-
ferent system configurations and produce energy consumption estimates for
the subsystems responsible for computation and communication in the ECG.
In addition to those the Analog Front-end is also consuming energy while
acquiring the heart signal but, since it presents a constant energy consumption
no further analysis has been conducted. Based on the figures produced for
each scenario it is possible to create energy consumption estimates for the
whole system. For example, table 4.6 shows the energy consumption for each
subsystem as well as the energy consumption for the whole system.
Subsystem Calculation Energy Consumption
per hr of ECG
Analog Front-end, 3 mA × 3.3 Volts = 9.9 mW 35.64 J
Active mode
CPU 2.4 mA × 3.3 Volts = 7.9 mW 28.51 J
4 MHz, Active mode
BLE 2.3 µJoules/Sample at 250Hz 2.07 J
UART mode = 575 µJoules / sec
TOTAL energy consumption for 1 hr of ECG = 66.22 J
Table 4.6: Energy consumption for the ECG monitoring application scenario.
Based on the energy consumption demands presented by the system it
is possible to evaluate different battery technologies and configurations and
determine which one is the most suitable for the application under consid-
eration. In this case, and taking as an example the ECG monitoring case
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presented above one could calculate for how long the device could be pow-
ered with different kinds of batteries (see table 4.7). Here the choice between
battery technology is not always the one that provides the highest battery
lifetime, there might be other criteria for selection such as durability, weight
or safety of operation however, these considerations are out of the scope of
this thesis.
Battery type Avg. Voltage mAhr Watt-Hours Joules Hours of ECG
monitoring
Miniature LiPo 3.3 138 0.45 1639 24
2 x Alkaline AA 3 1100 3.3 11880 179
2 x Alkaline AAA 3 2100 6.3 22680 342




This PhD thesis has proposed a model-based approach to the energy-aware
development of Cyber-Physical Systems (CPSs). This approach aims at con-
sidering all the different subsystems that compose a CPS when using an
energy-aware design process and, therefore, it is described as holistic. This
approach has been formulated through a number of methodological additions
and enabled by the extension of modelling tools and the proposal of mod-
elling guidelines to use them. Additionally it has been demonstrated in a
practical setting through two case studies.
This chapter summarizes the different contributions presented throughout
Chapters 3 and 4 and evaluates them against the different dimensions intro-
duced in Chapter 1. Finally this chapter outlines future work areas. Some of
these areas will be addressed in the follow-up research project INTO-CPS1.
5.2 Research contributions
In this thesis eight research contributions have been presented. These are
grouped under three different categories: Methodological Additions, Methods
and Tools Improvements for Subsystems Modelling and Application to Case
Studies. An overview of the contributions and the relation among them is
provided in Figure 5.1. Each contribution has been given a short name for
easier identification. The methodological additions presented in Contribution
1 (yellow block) are applied in the modelling of the different subsystems that
compose the CPS. Each contribution that has led to improvements of mod-
elling tools and techniques for the different subsystems (green blocks) are
grouped in the dashed green box. This comprises contributions 2 to 6. Finally,
these techniques have been used as explained in the methodology section in
1 The official INTO-CPS project website is: http://into-cps.au.dk/
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the two case studies (blue blocks), therefore constituting contributions 7 and





















Figure 5.1: Overview of the contributions presented in this PhD thesis.
5.2.1 Methodological additions
Chapter 2 introduced a model-based lifecycle for CPS development that, as
opposed to the traditional V lifecycle makes use of modelling techniques
to support the different engineering activities. This model-based lifecycle
has been taken as a starting point to formulate a number of additions over
it, so it is possible to take energy consumption into consideration from a
System-Level perspective. This constituted the first contribution, which was
formulated as:
Contribution 1. Additions to the model-based engineering V lifecycle
so it is possible to address the energy consumption through a holistic
heterogeneous modelling approach.
These additions have been presented in section 3.1 and provide indi-
cations to the engineers or engineering teams using this methodology on
how to apply the modelling techniques presented and how to use the results
produced.
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5.2.2 Methods and tools improvements for subsystems modelling
The second group of contributions contains the modelling tool improvements
and modelling guidelines to represent and analyze the energy consumption.
From the electromechanical perspective the modelling tool chosen to repre-
sent the physical aspects (20-Sim) was capable of representing energy con-
sumption. This means that no tool modifications were necessary and therefore
the contribution was focused on application guidelines:
Contribution 2. Guidelines for the representation of energy and power
consumption in electromechanical subsystems using co-simulation.
From the computation point of view the VDM-RT modelling method was
extended to enable the representation of different operational modes. This
was presented in section 3.3 together with modelling patterns to illustrate its
application. This led to the following contributions:
Contribution 3. Extension of the VDM-RT language for the representa-
tion of energy and power consumption in computational subsystems by
enabling sleeping states.
Contribution 4. Guidelines for the representation of CPU low power
states at an abstract level, that corresponds to the way real CPUs operate.
From the communication point of view, the VDM-RT modelling method
incorporated the necessary constructs to simulate small-scale networks. How-
ever, no clear guidelines to simulate energy consumption had been provided
before. Section 3.4 addressed this aspect and presented Contribution 5:
Contribution 5. Guidelines for the representation of energy consump-
tion in communication using the distributed aspects of VDM-RT, as well
as the representation of small-scale networks at an abstract level.
Finally, section 3.5 introduced Contribution 6, which presented an initial
approach to HIL simulation of DE models developed in VDM-RT. This elab-
orated on the necessary interfaces and additional architectural extensions to
the Overture tool laying the basic foundation over which more advanced HIL
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simulations could be built. Additionally, interaction with digital signal acqui-
sition hardware was prototyped so automatic measurements were possible.
This is summarized as Contribution 6:
Contribution 6. Extension of the Overture platform to partly support
Hardware In the Loop simulation, therefore facilitating the combination
of models with partial system realizations.
5.2.3 Application to case studies
The methodological additions together with the modelling guidelines and tool
improvements have been applied to two case studies, that were presented in
sections 4.2 and 4.3. This lead to the following contributions:
Contribution 7. The application of the methodological additions to the
design and implementation of a compression stocking to treat leg-venous
insufficiency.
Contribution 8. The application of the methodological additions to the
design and prototyping of a wearable heart monitor.
Both case studies complemented each other regarding the kind of sub-
systems that were more demanding from the energy perspective. The first
case study was more energy demanding on the electromechanical side while
the second was more energy demanding on its computation and communi-
cation side. Additionally the first case study was based on a research project
aiming at creating a real product, and presented more complex challenges if
compared with the second one.
5.3 Evaluation of the research contributions
The following sections evaluate each of the research contributions presented
in Chapters 3 and 4 and summarized above. This evaluation is performed
against the different dimensions that were introduced in Chapter 1. An overview
of the evaluation results is provided in Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: Relation between contributions and evaluation criteria.
5.3.1 Improvement of modelling methods and tools
In order to model energy consumption in electromechanical components a
number of modelling guidelines for the creation and instrumentation of CT
models have been proposed. Even though the 20-sim environment was capa-
ble of analyzing energy consumption in this domain, clear modelling guide-
lines to do it have not been proposed previously in a co-simulation setting.
These guidelines and their application in the creation and analysis of co-
models allows to analyze effectively energy consumption in physical pro-
cesses and the impact of different control strategies.
In order to support CPUs with sleeping operational states the VDM-RT
scheduler and language have been modified. Additionally, guidelines to use
the language extensions have been provided. Prior to this contributions the
energy consumption in computation have not been addressed in a VDM-RT
setting. The accuracy of these models is coarse grained and this could be a
limitation if the intention is to conduct energy analysis at very low levels of
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abstraction. On the other hand it is adequate to conduct trade-off analysis
between different sleeping policies.
Energy consumption in communication has been covered by Discrete
Event models created in VDM-RT following the modelling guidelines and
patterns proposed in Contribution 5. These take as starting point ready made
commercial off-the shelf communication interfaces and protocols and the
measurements of energy consumptions conducted over them. After that en-
ergy consumption analysis is based on those and the amount of data that is
transmitted and received. This approach is valid to conduct analysis at a high
level of abstraction but weak if the purpose is to design or compare different
low-level communication protocols (for example Medium Access Control
protocols). Additionally, due to the tools and their scalability problems this
is limited to small-scale networks. A possible way to tackle these aspects is
to delegate the simulation of more complex scenarios to other modelling and
simulation tools such as NS2 or OMNeT++ [16].
Additionally an initial approach to HIL has been presented in Contribu-
tion 6. This is new within the VDM-RT community but not within embedded
systems in general, since HIL has existed for decades. However this has
served as a first step towards the usage of HIL in VDM-RT simulations
over Overture and will be continued as described later in future work. Since
the HIL-Overture techniques are at an early stage and their applicability is
limited, they have been assessed with a low score if compared with the other
contributions.
5.3.2 Better System-Level representation of CPS
To our knowledge no previous work exists that has formulated a holistic
model-based approach to the analysis of energy consumption in CPS. There-
fore, Contribution 1 scores high when evaluated in this dimension, since we
consider this a concept that could potentially be extended and applied by
other researchers working on methodologies for CPS development.
Contributions 2-6 have shown that existing modelling tools can be ex-
tended in order to give a more complete and holistic representation of CPS. In
this sense they have enabled the better system-level representation evaluated
in this dimension.
On the electromechanical side, Contribution 2 has not explicitly addressed
energy harvesting as a physical process that could be simulated together with
the physical or mechanical aspects of the system and this could be a key
aspect in some energy-constrained systems.
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Contributions 3 and 4, which addressed energy consumption in compu-
tation, can effectively represent energy consumption of different CPU oper-
ational states, however, they are limited when studying Dynamic Frequency
Scaling energy saving techniques. At this moment the operating frequency
of the VDM-RT CPUs is fixed before the simulation starts and cannot be
changed at runtime. Additionally, the representation of different embedded
Real-Time Operating Systems is limited to what the VDM-RT scheduler
supports.
On the communication side, Contribution 5 has effectively addressed en-
ergy consumption in communication and provided guidelines to represent
small-scale networks. This kind of simulation is limited by the VDM/Over-
ture tool and more complex analysis is not possible without using other spe-
cialized network simulators.
Despite these limitations we believe that the additions to the language
and the methodological guidelines proposed can effectively contribute to a
better system-level representation, that is good enough for both reasoning
about system architectural properties, functionality and energy consumption
at a high level of abstraction.
5.3.3 Collaboration between engineering disciplines
The methodological additions presented in this PhD thesis assumes that a
model-based approach is applied by either a single engineer with sufficient
knowledge in electromechanical, computation and communication (possible
but not common) or by a team of engineers that belong to different disciplines
and therefore are experts in different fields. It is in this latter case where the
approach proposed in this PhD thesis brings the additional value of fostering
collaboration between the different disciplines and making them aware of the
impact of their design decisions with regard to energy consumption in other
system aspects.
In this sense, Contribution 1 and Contribution 2 score fairly high since
they are explicitly focused on making this kind of interaction possible and
because they are based on technologies that enable it.
Contributions 3 and 4 are very focused on computation alone and the
interaction with other disciplines could be reduced to a basic specification of
real-time deadlines that the system has to abide as well as an energy budget
figure. Therefore both contributions score low in this dimension.
Although Contribution 5 is focused on communication it could potentially
also be used with the modelling facilities provided by the VDM-RT to study
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trade-offs between computation and communication. Therefore we consider
to some extent that collaboration between disciples is enabled.
Finally, the HIL proposed in Contribution 6 could definitely enable col-
laboration between disciplines and teams if physical prototypes developed by
other teams could be integrated with simulations of subsystems developed
by engineers from other disciplines. In that sense the HIL technology and its
application in Overture/VDM-RT simulations has a promising potential. Due
to the fact that this work is at an early stage and that the concept is not original
this contribution is not assessed with a high score in this dimension.
5.3.4 Application to real case studies
Contributions 7 and 8 have been focused primarily on applying the method-
ological guidelines presented in contributions 1 to 6 in two different case
studies. Both case studies are realistic and complex enough so the application
of a methodology like the one proposed in here makes sense. Therefore, con-
tributions 7 and 8 score high in this dimension but not with a top score. This
is due to the fact that these case studies are not as complex as industrial cases
of high scale that are tackled by teams of several engineers.
Contributions 1 through 6 score low in this dimension since they are fo-
cused on providing the methods and tools to conduct the application carried
out later rather than constituting complex case studies by themselves. On
the other hand these contributions have also been validated against smaller
examples prior to their application to the case studies and therefore they do
not score with a zero.
5.3.5 Shortening of development times and reduction of costs
The methodological additions framed in Contribution 1 score high in this
dimension and they represent the model-driven engineering vision to CPS
design presented in this PhD thesis. This assessment is supported by the ap-
plication results in the case studies presented alone. The application of these
additions to the e-stocking case study allowed providing relevant input to the
mechanical engineers developing the compression mechanism that resulted
in a less energy demanding solution. Additionally it allowed to evaluate dif-
ferent compression mechanisms without having to prototype them. In the
heart monitor case study it has been possible in a simulated environment
to determine the energy consumption of different computational and com-
munication strategies without having to realize them either. Based on these
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experiences it can be concluded that these methodological additions have the
potential of shortening development times since a) prototyping is replaced
to some extent by modelling and b) engineers from different disciplines are
able to integrate subsystem models earlier in the development process. This
allows the early identification of System-Level problems as well as the early
analysis proposed in the thesis. This has a direct impact on the reduction of
development times and costs.
Contributions 2 to 6 score lower in this dimension since they do not
explicitly contribute to development times shortening, however they are con-
sidered as enablers and therefore do not score with a 0.
Contributions 7 and 8 are case studies and as such they have not been
considered in this dimension.
5.4 Hypothesis validation
Throughout this PhD thesis an number of contributions have been presented
with the purpose of addressing different aspects of the hypothesis presented in
section 1.4. These contributions, that have been evaluated above, have scored
different in the evaluation dimensions. The combination of the contributions,
shown in Figure 5.2 chart f, shows that overall progress has been made and
that the evaluation results are sufficient to validate the hypothesis of this PhD.
5.5 Future work
5.5.1 Modelling languages and tools
From the electromechanical perspective it would be desirable to extend the
current 20-sim toolboxes with a library that facilitates the representation of
energy harvesting subsystems. Additionally, it could be relevant to incor-
porate battery models that take battery degradation into consideration. This
would enable the simulation of the system performance in the long run.
On the computational side it would be relevant to incorporate more de-
tailed performance models of concrete hardware platforms in the Overture
environment, so more detailed VDM-RT models could be created without
the need of performing partial prototyping and measurements.
On the communication side further exploration of computation versus
communication trade-offs with other case studies could better illustrate the
potential of the VDM-RT language in order to represent these kinds of log-
ical problems, their impact on energy consumption analysis and how they
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could be addressed. Additionally, the platform could be combined with a
network simulator in order to conduct more specialized Designed Space Ex-
ploration [22].
The work on HIL should be extended so a more robust and versatile so-
lution is created and incorporated in the Overture tool. This would require
to continue the extension of the software components developed for Over-
ture as well as the integration with a concrete hardware platform. Ideally
a well defined communication protocol between the external hardware and
Overture should be made available so interfacing other kinds of embedded
platforms would be simplified. The possibility of conducting time measure-
ments over both hardware and software realizations should also be explored
further as well as how the automatic validation of time conjectures [31, 98]
performed over these measurements can help on validating functionality that
could, ultimately, have an impact on energy consumption.
Finally it could be beneficial to consider the combination of high-level
VDM-RT models with lower level SystemC [83, 9] models of hardware com-
ponents, which are used extensively when designing embedded hardware
platforms [37]. This could be interesting in case the system would incorporate
embedded hardware that could be implemented in an FPGA2. In the same
manner it could be beneficial to enable a combination of VDM-RT mod-
els with an environment capable of simulating analog electronics accurately,
such as LTspice3. Note that here we are considering combination of models
and not a full blown co-simulation, since it might not be necessary in order
to carry out a high-level energy consumption analysis.
5.5.2 Code generation
Code generation could be an interesting aspect to exploit in order to facilitate
the transition from models to subsystems realizations. Previous work exists
in this direction for the VDM-RT modelling language [58] so it is possible
to generate both C and C++ software implementations. This could poten-
tially have benefits when it comes to realizing software solutions modelled
in VDM-RT, that could be electromechanical controllers, computation mod-
els or communication protocols. The 20-sim platform through its extension
3 FPGA stands for Field Programmable Gate Array. An FPGA [79] allows to implement
custom hardware components through hardware modelling language such as VHDL [82, 94],
VERILOG [81] and higher level languages such as SystemC [9].
3 The official LTspice website is: http://www.linear.com/designtools/
software/
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20-sim 4C4 [64] does incorporate C code generation so controllers can be
synthesized and deployed in a variety of platforms, being the most relevant
Raspberry Pi5 (an embedded linux platform), Arduino6 (typically an 8-bits
microcontroller platform but other configurations are possible) and Bach-
mann PLCs7 (industrial grade automation platform). Such code generation
could be oriented towards control and regulation but it would be worthwhile
exploring how it could be exploited and combined with the VDM-RT code
generator when developing CPSs. Furthermore, the performance and degree
of optimization of the generated code and when to code generate from one
tool or the other should be an aspect to be covered in the future.
Finally, VHDL code generation in order to automatically realize hardware
from computer models should be covered as part of the code generation work.
The compilation of models to VHDL could enable the production of highly
specialized hardware blocks with performance orders of magnitude higher if
compared with their software counterparts. Additionally, the advent of low
cost and accessible System on Chip (SoC) solutions would make this aspect
more relevant than ever in the the coming future and has the potential of lower
power consumption further.
5.5.3 Case studies
In order to determine the limits of the methodological additions presented in
this thesis it would be worthwhile testing it in an industrial setting and prefer-
ably with more than one engineer using it. Additionally it would be beneficial
if the engineers would belong to different disciplines. This would give a more
practical insight into the application of model-driven design and demonstrate
in practice how the methodology allows to take energy consumption into
consideration when designing CPSs in a collaborative fashion.
4 The official 20-sim4c website is: http://www.20sim4c.com/
5 The official RaspberryPi website is: http://www.raspberrypi.org/
6 The official Arduino website is: http://www.arduino.cc/
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Abstract—We present a model-driven engineering approach
that enables to take energy consumption into account during
the development of embedded software. In this approach we
address all the constituents of a typical modern embedded so-
lution (mechanics, communication and computation subsystems)
through the application of different modelling technologies. This
makes it possible to evaluate the implications of different software
and system architectures in the system’s energy consumption.
Additionally it facilitates the exploration of the design space
without having to prototype each candidate solution. We also
provide details on the application of this approach to the
development of a medical grade compression stocking and the
benefits this approach has brought to the project currently
developing this system.
I. INTRODUCTION
Modern embedded solutions are typically a combination
of computing units, communication interfaces and mechanical
subsystems and they can operate both autonomously or as part
of a network. This makes embedded solutions heterogeneous
systems that are very hard to design [1]. In addition many
embedded systems are battery powered and therefore they
present the added complexity of begin energy efficient while
still fulfilling their operational requirements [2].
A possible tool to cope with complexity is the application
of abstract modelling. Modelling can be used to represent
the system at the highest level of abstraction. These abstract
models can be progressively transformed into a concrete
system realization [3]. This approach is known as model-
driven engineering.
This paper presents a model-driven engineering approach
to the design of these complex embedded solutions. This
approach makes use of several modelling paradigms in order
to represent different aspects of the system and makes special
emphasis on the energy performance of different candidate
solutions. The modelling activities proposed under this ap-
proach are conducted early in the development process and
allow design space exploration without requiring physical pro-
totyping. This reduces development time and cost and enables
the repeatability of the experimental simulations. Additionally
it provides a tool to design quality solutions and to make well-
founded design decisions.
The reminder of this article is structured as follows: Sec-
tion II describes the design approach to energy consumption
proposed in this paper. Section III elaborates on HIL and sys-
tem realization following this approach. Section IV describes
how this technique is being applied to a case study and its
preliminary results. Sections V and VI present future and
related work. Finally, Section VII concludes the paper.
II. AN HOLISTIC MODEL-DRIVEN ENGINEERING
APPROACH TO EMBEDDED SYSTEMS DESIGN
The approach proposed in here aims at studying the energy
consumption in the different subsystems that compose typical
embedded solutions. A general representation of such a solu-
tion is presented in the SysML block diagram shown in Fig. 1
and its components described below:
• Embedded Hardware: represents the electronic hard-
ware that supports the execution of software and possibly
other components implementing additional logic in hard-
ware.
• Embedded Software: represents the software that con-
trols the operation of the rest of the components in the
embedded solution.
• Mechanics: represents the mechanical components that
are controlled by the system. Interfacing with the mechan-
ical subsystem and the environment from the embedded
side is conducted through sensors and actuators.
• Communications Interface: represents the communica-
tion hardware that makes it possible to establish links
with other networked systems.
Fig. 1. SysML block representation of a typical embedded solution.
To design an embedded solution comprised by the com-
ponents presented above so it satisfies its operational re-
quirements is already a challenging task. To design it in
This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution License.
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such a way that it is low energy consuming is even more
complex. In order to cope with the complexity associated to
the design of this kind of systems we proposed the application
of model driven engineering techniques that apply System-
Level (SL) modelling. SL modelling aims at describing the
system under design at the highest level of abstraction and to
incorporate progressively system details in order to conduct
system analysis. Such a model is gradually transformed into
a final implementation. We propose the application of SL
design taking into consideration all the energy consuming
components in an Embedded Solution in a joint design effort.
Additionally we propose Hardware-In-the-Loop as a way to
combine executable models with partial system realizations
in software and/or hardware running on target. Our approach
is said to be holistic because it takes into consideration
subsystems that, even though could seem to be unrelated at
first sight, they all have an impact in total energy consumption.
Therefore, our approach targets the mechanical subsystem, the
communication interfaces and the computation logic executed
in the embedded software and hardware. All these aspects
are addressed in different specific ways in order to obtain
energy consumption estimates, that can be used to study the
total energy consumption. Additional details on each specific
strategy are provided below.
A. Modelling mechanical subsystems
In order to address the design of mechanical subsystems we
apply a co-modelling approach in which the engineers use a
modelling paradigm able to represent Continuous Time (CT)
phenomena and a second one in order to represent Discrete
Event (DE) logic [4]. Controlled physical processes (plant) are
best represented by using CT abstractions such as differential
equations. On the other hand, the control logic that operates
the plant is best represented by using logical formalisms.
We proposed a particular way of using this co-modelling
approach so it is possible to take into account energy con-
sumption during the design of mechatronic systems [5]. An
overview of this approach is presented in Fig. 2. We take
as starting point a CT-first methodology [6], in which the
modelling starts by focusing on the mechanics of the system
and carrying out the control logic modelling afterwards. The
CT models are focused on the core functionality that has
to be delivered and do not capture heat dissipation due to
the conversion efficiency of the electromechanical devices.
In case part of the system operation depends on its internal
temperature, this could be represented as part of the CT
models, since it is a physical process with impact on energy
consumption.
Once the system operation has been described, the notion
of energy is incorporated into the CT models in a phase
that is called models instrumentation. The notion of energy is
incorporated only in the CT side since the energy consumption
in the DE side is typically negligible if compared with the
first one. This instrumentation consist on basically monitoring
the variables that have an impact on energy consumption and
doing it in a way that does not affect the performance of the
models. After this phase it is possible to co-execute the models
and produce a number of energy consumption estimates, that
can be used to perform trade-off analysis between the different
modelled solutions. In case the energy consumption estima-
tions are fed back to the DE model it is possible to use this
approach to model energy-aware system operation, meaning
that the system can feature different operational models that
are switched among depending on the energy consumed. In
principle this approach could be applied by using any tool
that supports the co-simulation of DE and CT models.
Fig. 2. Overview of the co-simulation based methodology.
In this work we have used the co-execution environment
DESTECS/Crescendo [7], [8]. This environment combines
the tools Overture [9] and 20-Sim1. Overture incorporates
an interpreter for the DE modelling language VDM-RT [10].
This language is best suited to represent the control logic
supervising the mechanical components and therefore it is
used for DE modeling. 20-Sim incorporates a numerical
engine that evaluates differential equations. Additionally it
supports abstractions built on top of differential equations in
the form of bond and block diagrams. This tool is best suited
to represent the mechanical side of the system (CT side).
The DESTECS environment synchronizes the co-execution
of the models providing a common notion of time for both
models. Additionally it allows the specification of a number
of controlled and monitored variables between the VDM-RT
and the 20-sim simulations so the supervision of the plant is
possible. Additional details on how DESTECS and the process
presented above have been applied in a concrete case study
will be provided in Section IV.
B. Modelling computation subsystems
Modern microcontrollers can switch between different oper-
ational modes in order to reduce energy consumption. These
operational modes temporarily disable the CPU and certain
peripherals in order to achieve such a reduction. Switching
120-Sim official website: http://www.20sim.com
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between operational modes takes time that might have an
impact in the real-time performance of the system under study.
An example of different power modes can be seen in Fig. 3.
In this case the processor features two low power operational
states: Hibernate and Sleep. Sleep allows a fast CPU wake-up
based on internally or externally generated events. Hibernate
requires additional time to wake-up the CPU and it can react
only on external events. However it can lower the energy
consumption even further. The CPU controls from software
how to switch between these modes.
Fig. 3. CPU states in an implementation of a Cortex M3 ARM processor.
In order to explore the application of the different sleep
modes, software strategies and architectures required for low
power operation we propose the application of the modelling
language VDM-RT. This language incorporates the abstraction
CPU that represents an execution environment in which parts
of the model can be deployed. Besides representing the com-
putational support it also incorporates a real-time operating
system layer. Logic running in VDM-RT CPUs can represent
single or multi-threaded software implementations as well
as dedicated hardware blocks depending on how they are
configured [11]. However, VDM-RT CPUs do not feature the
notion of low power consuming states since they are always
active and therefore able to perform computations. An initial
approach to overcome this limitation was a design pattern
structure that regulated the access to the CPU as a resource by
the logic running on it depending on the state of a flag [12].
As a way to overcome this situation we have extended the
VDM-RT language by adding two new constructs to manage
CPU states: CPU.sleep() and CPU.active() [13]. The
addition of these two new constructs implied the modification
of the VDM-RT interpreter and the scheduler built into the
Overture platform. In addition to these extensions we proposed
specific ways to use the sleep and active operation so
the models can represent accurately the low power operation
of real platforms. These templates show how to model a
CPU wake-up based on an interrupt triggered by externally
generated events and based on internal sleep timers. Model
simulation produces a log file that registers in which states the
CPU has been operating and for how long. This information
together with the electrical characteristics of the CPU under
consideration allows to represent the power consumption of
the device over time. The integration of this curve over time
results on the total energy consumption on the computational
side.
The application of a modelling-based approach to the com-
putational side of the system brings a number of advantages
to the design of the software. Besides the obvious case of
exploring different sleeping policies for a single CPU without
having to protototype them, more complex cases in which
several CPUs are involved can be explored. This is especially
relevant if the CPUs have to communicate in order to satisfy
system requirements.
C. Modelling communication subsystems
The VDM-RT modelling language incorporates the abstrac-
tion BUS that allows to communicate the CPU processing
nodes introduced in the previous section. This abstraction can
be used to represent point-to-point communication between
CPUs in a static way. Communication performed over VDM-
RT BUSes is assumed to be error-less, so any kind of com-
munication problems such as information (packet) loss has
to be modelled on top. At this point the BUS abstraction
does not incorporate any notion of energy consumption during
communication.
1) Modelling network topologies: We propose the appli-
cation of a design pattern structure to overcome some of
these limitations. Our initial approach takes as an example
the communication in a wireless context but it could easily be
extended to a different one. In Fig. 4 this structure is presented
through a UML diagram. The general idea behind this pattern
is to create a star topology network in which each networked
embedded system is connected to a central component, that
runs a simulated transmission medium. This structure is ap-
plied in VDM-RT by using CPUs to represent each networked
device as well as a central component simulating the medium.
Finally buses are communicating each device model with the
medium model. In this way there is no direct connection
between the individual CPUs representing the devices and any
transmission goes through the simulated wireless medium. By
using some of the VDM abstractions one can easily establish
relations between the CPUs in the simulated wireless medium
to represent whether a communication between two nodes is
possible or not. Analyzing these “connection maps” during
model execution is especially easy due to the expressiveness
of the VDM language and it can be accomplished by using
map comprehensions. If model simulation time is a concern
the connection maps can be translated into a look-up file
in which it is explicitly stated the relation between all the
networked elements. This structure solves the initial problem
of representing a realistic topology of a small scale embedded
network in VDM-RT.
2) Introducing the notion of energy consumption: In order
to represent the energy consumption we focus on modelling
the operational state of the communications interface of the
embedded device. We consider operational states the different
modes in which the communication interface can be working,
typically: transmitting, receiving or deactivated. For each mode
the manufacturer provides an average power consumption
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Fig. 4. Design pattern structure to represent wireless communication.
figure that can be used in the VDM-RT models. Changes
among these operational modes are logged during model
simulation and analyzed when it has been completed. Based on
the transitions between the states and for how long the device
has stayed on those states one can calculate the evolution of
the power consumption over time and hence the total energy
consumption during system operation.
Once the notion of energy consumption and the possibility
of modelling different network topologies have been facili-
tated, it is possible to conduct the analysis of communication
related problems. Some of these include but are not limited
to, routing algorithms, network services, latencies or time
synchronization between nodes. All these factors could be
analyzed against energy consumption in order to get estimates
that would allow an energy aware design of the communication
subsystem, including communication software as well as, to
some extent, hardware.
One of the advantages of using this structure is the clear
separation between the connection map representing the net-
work topology and conditions and the individual networked
elements, even though the simulation of both is conducted in
the same modelling environment. The main disadvantage of
this approach at first sight are the limitations regarding the
number of networked elements. We consider this approach
valid only for small scale networks. However additional work
is necessary to establish its practical limitations.
The approach to communications modelling proposed in this
section is conducted only in VDM-RT without involving any
other modelling paradigm. A co-simulation approach could
be interesting to represent mobile communication nodes or a
changes in the environment in which the network is deployed.
III. SYSTEM REALIZATION AND HARDWARE IN THE LOOP
The approach presented above aims at tackling the design
problems through modelling and simulation however, at some
point, the system has to be realized. Given the fact that a
strong emphasis has been placed on the modelling of the
system it is desirable that the models created are used as
much as possible during the system realization phase. This
could include the combination of partial system realizations
with models, allowing the co-execution of models with system
realizations. The approach that we propose in this work is
exemplified in Fig 5. In this diagram we show an initial VDM
model of a system that executes a three phases algorithm in
which data is acquired, processed and finally an output is
provided.
Fig. 5. Overview of the co-simulation based methodology.
We have applied this principle allowing the combination of
VDM executable models running in a Workstation with actual
components implemented in a Device Under Test (DUT) [14].
These components can be both hardware and software com-
ponents. An overview of this Hardware In the Loop setup is
presented in Fig. 6. In addition to the components mentioned
above the system incorporates a Stimuli Provider able to
simulate external inputs and a Logic Analyzer able to monitor
the evolution of different logical signals. The VDM execution
environment is able to interface the Logic Analyzer that
can measure the time it takes to execute system realizations
running on the DUT. This time figures can be manually
incorporated into the VDM model and therefore increasing




















Fig. 6. SysML Internal Block Diagram showing the hardware connections to
the DUT.
IV. APPLICATION AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS
The approach proposed in this work is applied to the
development of an intelligent compression stocking to treat
leg venous insufficiency. This stocking is shown in Fig. 7
and it is composed of: an inner stocking (1), an inflatable
stocking responsible for delivering the required compression
levels (2), a pneumatical circuit composed of valves, pumps
and a manometer (3), and an embedded system implementing
the control logic and interfacing hardware and integrating a
Bluetooth-based communication interface (4). This portable
device is battery-operated and it is required to work for at
least 14 hours. A complete description of this device can
be found in [15]. As it is explained above this device is
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composed of mechanical, computational and communication
subsystems that have to be energy efficient so the device
autonomy requirements can be met.
Fig. 7. The medical grade compression stocking.
A. Modelling of the Compression Principle
In order to study the mechanical subsystem we have ap-
plied the modelling process presented in Section II-A. The
modelling of the mechanical system by itself was already
beneficial for the project since it allowed us to gain a thorough
understanding of the pneumatics and the physics behind the
compression principle. Based on these models we were able to
determine that a certain compression strategy was not feasible
without having to prototype it. Additionally we were able to
model different control software in VDM-RT and co-simulate
its performance together with the mechanical models.
The analysis on both control strategies and mechanical
pneumatic configurations, provided a number of energy con-
sumption estimates that helped on deciding which system
configuration was optimal. These suggestions had an impact
on the system realization and introduced improvements on the
software that increased its energy efficiency.
B. Modelling of the Embedded Software
We have applied the modelling techniques presented in
Section II-B in order to explore two different embedded archi-
tectures in a concrete scenario: the regulation. The air pressure
level in the air bladders have to be monitored periodically and
kept at certain levels so proper compression is delivered to
the limb. Through the regulation process the controller reads a
manometer, compares the value retrieved against the expected
one and depending on this triggers the pump or vents the
bladders accordingly. This logic is implemented as a software
component and requires the CPU to be active. However and
depending on the kind of sensors that are used the CPU can be
sleeping for a longer period of time. We have used VDM-RT
modelling to study the energy consumption of two different
kind of sensor configurations: the first one uses smart sensors
that wake up the CPU in case an overpressure event occurs and
the second one uses passive sensors that require a poll from the
CPU in order to provide a reading. In the first case the CPU
presented a lower power consumption than in the second case,
since the sensors could run independently from the CPU. In the
second case the CPU power consumption was higher because
it required periodic wake-ups in order to check the sensors,
which were not running independently. These results were
expected since this was a simple case, however the purpose of
applying the technique in this case was to show the modelling
principle in a simple case study.
The predictions provided by these simulations where con-
firmed by measurements conducted on system realizations for
both architectures with a fidelity of up to 95% [13].
C. Modelling of Communication
The modelling of the communication system remains as
future work. A complete overview of the different communica-
tion scenarios in which this device can operate is presented in
[16]. The intention is to model the critical scenarios in which
the device is running on batteries. Based on these models we
aim at making energy consumption estimations and evaluating
computation vs. communication trade-offs.
V. FUTURE WORK
We are planning to extend the work presented in here so
the energy consumption analysis of the communication is also
possible. Additionally we are planning to apply the analysis
of energy consumption in computation in a more complex
situation and possibly combining it with the communication,
therefore being able to represent and analyze computation vs.
communication trade-offs. We are also aiming at applying
some of the modelling techniques presented in here to a second
system so it is possible to make a stronger case for the SL
energy-aware design approach for embedded solutions.
VI. RELATED WORK
The energy consumption problem in todays embedded
solutions is well recognized and one of the top research
priorities [2]. System Level design is also a well established
technique especially in the hardware world, that it is seeing its
expansion to other non-computing domains [3]. However and
to our knowledge the application of System Level design with
the particular intention of addressing the energy consumption
problem during the development process through modelling
and prototyping has not been formulated previously. Even
though energy consumption in all subsystems has not been
addressed in a single design effort previously significant
work has been conducted in the individual fields of energy
consumption in computation, communication and mechatronic
systems.
Regarding energy consumption in computation, extensive
work has been carried out in order to characterized different
layers of abstraction. Some authors propose very accurate
characterization of concrete computing platforms by taking
into account energy consumption at the micro-architectural
and the instruction level [17], [18]. This differs from the work
presented in here in the fact that we consider an average power
consumption figure within the active state of the CPU in order
to obtain a coarse grained estimation over time. Other authors
focus on the characterization of energy consumption at the
service level [19]. In this case the authors consider the energy
consumption at the OS level when the CPU is active. In our
work we consider a single energy consumption figure for all
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the services provided by the OS, however, in case some of
the OS operations result in a longer time having the CPU
active, this will be considered under our approach as well even
though the services have not been individually characterized.
A more comprehensive review of techniques to study power
consumption in computation can be found in [20].
As in the computation case, modelling of communication
has been conducted at different levels of abstraction, ranging
from energy consumption at the communications interface
level to higher layers such as routing or application [21], [22].
Our work makes use of more simple power consumption mod-
els that, even though they are based on fixed average power
consumption estimates are expected to provide sufficient detail
to enable trade-off analysis of network algorithms.
Energy consumption in mechatronic systems is typically
addressed as a particular application of well-established mod-
elling platforms such as Matlab, Ptolomy or Modellica. Energy
consumption has been typically considered just as any other
design factor of industrial grade equipment and mechatronic
components have not been traditionally considered together
with embedded devices. However this situation is changing
due to the increasing relevance of Cyber-Physical Systems [2].
VII. CONCLUSIONS
This paper has presented a modelling approach to energy-
aware design of embedded systems. The preliminary applica-
tion of this approach to a case study has enabled the explo-
ration of different control algorithms, different hardware and
software architectures and different mechanical configurations.
This has made it possible to evaluate system performance
against energy consumption early during the development
process without needing a physical prototype. This work will
be complemented in the near future with a study of energy
consumption from the communication point of view. A more
in-depth description of this work can be found in [23].
We hope that the approach proposed can inspire other
researchers working with modelling applied to embedded
system development and, to some extent, enact the application
of modelling in the design of real embedded solutions.
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Abstract—This paper presents a new methodology to study power
and energy consumption in mechatronic systems early in the de-
velopment process. This new approach makes use of two modeling
languages to represent and simulate embedded control software and
electromechanical subsystems in the discrete event and continuous
time domain respectively within a single co-model. This co-model
enables an accurate representation of power and energy consumption
and facilitates the analysis and development of both software and
electro-mechanical subsystems in parallel. This makes the engineers
aware of energy-wise implications of different design alternatives and
enables early trade-off analysis from the beginning of the analysis and
design activities.
Keywords—Energy consumption, embedded systems, model-
driven engineering, power awareness.
I. INTRODUCTION
POWER and energy consumption has become key factorsto optimize modern embedded systems. It is very common
to find embedded software controlling electronical and me-
chanical hardware forming a mechatronic system. Optimizing
power and energy consumption in this kind of systems is
especially complex, since it requires the cooperation of several
engineering disciplines in charge of the different kinds of
subsystems. In this paper we propose a cooperative modelling
based methodology to take power and energy consumption into
account early in the development process. This methodology
takes into consideration both Discrete Event control software
and Continuous Time electro-mechanical hardware from the
modelling perspective and allows the evaluation of different
control strategies to minimize power and energy consumption.
This paper continues as follows: In section II we present
the modelling technologies that are used in our methodology,
presented in section III. In section IV we show the application
of this methodology in a concrete case study: the e-stockings
project. In section V we discuss the limitations of this method-
ology and its advantages and disadvantages. In section VI we
detail some of our planned work to improve and extend this
methodology. In section VII we describe related work and
finally section VIII concludes this paper.
II. MODELLING TECHNOLOGIES USED
The methodology presented in this paper is based on two
modelling languages (VDM-RT and 20-sim) and a tool to use
them cooperatively (DESTECS):
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VDM-RT: is an extension to the software modelling language
VDM++ [1] and enables the modelling of real-time
embedded control software. This modelling language is
ideal to represent Discrete Event (DE) systems. VDM-RT
models can be created and executed in the Overture tool
[2].
20-sim1: is a physical modelling tool capable of representing
electrical and mechanical systems among others. Mod-
elling can be done by using bond graphs, iconic diagrams
or differential equations. This modelling language and
tool is best suited to represent Continuous Time (CT)
systems. Standalone 20-sim models can be created and
executed in the 20-sim tool [3], [4].
DESTECS2: is a co-simulation tool that integrates VDM-RT
and 20-sim [5]. It communicates the VDM-RT interpreter
with 20-sim and provides a common notion of time to
synchronize the parallel execution of DE and CT models,
now considered a single co-model. DESTECS also pro-
vides methodological guidelines to design mechatronic
systems [6].
For illustration purposes in this paper we use the modelling
language SysML [7].
III. METHODOLOGY
We propose the application of a methodology composed of
five phases. An overview of this modelling process is presented
in Fig. 1. These phases progress in a sequential manner,
illustrated by a solid arrow between the phases. Additionally
it is possible to iterate over the different phases depending
on the modelling progress (illustrated by the dashed lines to
previous phases).
In this methodology we take as input the Physical Require-
ments and Component Characteristics in the CT modelling
phase and Control Requirements in the DE modelling phase
(shown by dot-dashed arrows in the diagram). Additionally,
we highlight the result of the Co-model Execution phase;
Consumption Estimates, that serve as input to the Trade-off
Analysis phase. In case the results of the Trade-off Analysis
phase shows that it will not be possible to meet the energy
and/or power consumption requirements, it is possible to
revisit the previous phases and consider alternative physical
realizations or different components.
220-Sim official website: http://www.20sim.com/
2DESTECS official website: http://www.destecs.org/
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Fig. 1. Methodology overview.
A. Phase Description
1) Continuous Time Modelling: In this phase we model the
system from a mechanical perspective. We take into account
the physical requirements the system has to met as well as the
components characteristics. At this point the physical model
can be exercised with control signals to check that the physical
model is appropriate.
2) Discrete Event Modelling: In DE Modelling we take
the control requirements as input and focus on capturing the
control logic. We will start with a simple control strategy, that
exercises the mechanical model created in the CT Modelling
phase. The purpose of this is to validate the physical models
further before evaluating more complex control strategies.
In case we find errors in the physical model, these can be
corrected and iterate over the DE Modelling phase again. Once
this additional validation is completed, we can model further
more complex control strategies and iterate again over the CT
Model to evaluate its behaviour.
3) Models Instrumentation: In this phase we incorporate
the necessary interfaces and monitored variables to evaluate
the energy consumption. The instrumentation will take place
mostly at the CT model side but it leaves room for further
modifications to the DE models as well. The instrumentation
is performed by adding target variables as monitored in the
physical simulator. Additionally, certain scaling and additional
equations may be necessary. Since this depends highly on the
mechanical/physical system under study, we cannot provide
further details on this.
In order to measure the power consumption we propose the
introduction of a power meter block per component in the
CT model. Each power meter block will be responsible for
computing the power consumption of that single component.
Each power meter will take the component operating voltage
and current as input. The calculation of the consumed power
and energy will depend on the control signal provided by
the DE model. Optionally, the DE model can take power
and energy measurements into account at runtime with the
purpose of modelling power and energy-aware operation at
the component level. The calculated power consumption is
represented as an output flow from the power meter for later
processing in the CT model. The deployment of this block is
shown by a SysML block diagram in Fig. 2. This diagram
uses ports with arrows inside to represent continuous data
flow (stream ports) and empty ports to represent discrete data
communication (standard ports).
Fig. 2. Power Meter measuring component power and energy consumption.
Finally, and in order to compute the system total power
consumption, we communicate all the component power me-
ters with the system power meter. This block adds the power
consumption logged by each component power meter and
performs the integration of the power consumed over time in
order to calculate the total system energy consumption. The
deployment of this block is shown in Fig. 3.
Fig. 3. System Power Meter measuring total power and energy consumption.
4) Co-model Execution: In this phase we execute the co-
model and further study the results of the control algorithms on
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the mechanical system. Thanks to the model instrumentation
it is possible to monitor power consumption over time and
compare the impact of different control strategies to the energy
consumption. In case we detect that additional modelling
rework or instrumentation adjustment is necessary we can
revisit any of the previous phases. As a result of this phase
we will produce a number of system consumption estimates.
5) Trade-off Analysis: In this phase we evaluate the final
energy and power consumption results and compare them
against the system requirements. An example of the trade-
offs we might encounter could be: energy consumption vs.
accuracy, autonomy or size. Additionally we will be able to
analyze the power and energy consumption of the individual
components. In case the results we obtain through the trade-
off analysis show that the requirements cannot be met with
the solution considered, we can revisit the chosen components
and reconsider their suitability. Additionally, the previous
modelling phases can be revisited in an iterative fashion if
we want to modify the models further.
B. Abstractions and model limitations
The purpose of the models is to get an overview of how
the energy is spent on the physical side of the system and
how different control strategies affect the energy consumption.
The level of detail present in the models should be enough to
perform trade-off analysis at the system level and therefore to
achieve a coarse-grained estimation.
As part of the process of setting the level of abstraction,
some of the physical components will be left out in the
physical models. We propose to follow these steps in order
to decided which components to incorporate in the models:
1) Identify the most energy consuming sensors and actua-
tors and incorporate them in the CT model.
2) Model the control logic of the sensors and actuators
detected in the previous step in the DE model.
3) Study sensors and actuators that have lower energy
consumption than the ones detected in step 1. In case
the frequency of use makes their energy consumption
comparable to those identified in step 1, incorporate
them into the models.
4) Model the control logic of the sensors and actuators
identified in step 3.
Regarding the level of abstraction in the DE models, we
propose to limit the DE modelling only to the control logic.
In case the systems engineer is interested on performing ad-
ditional modelling on other software functionality, we advice
to create a separate VDM-RT model targeting only software
related issues and creating a VDM-RT mock-up model rep-
resenting the interaction with the physical world in a signal
based fashion.
IV. THE E-STOCKINGS CASE STUDY
We have applied this methodology in the design of an
electro-pneumatic compression stocking to treat leg venous
insufficiency that is under development by the Ambient As-
sisted Living E-Stockings project3. This stocking is required to
3E-stockings official website: http://www.e-stockings.eu/
deliver a continuous compression gradient that ranges from 40
mmHg at the ankle to 20 mmHg below the knee. The stocking
must reach the pressurized state and keep compression using
as little energy as possible as it is operated by batteries.
A. System overview
The stocking is composed of two independent air bladders
around the leg that are inflated to build pressure and a special
layer of textile that transfers the pressure to the leg with the
proper gradient.
The preliminary mechanical architecture is composed off 3
electrically controlled pneumatic actuators:
Pump: able to maintain a constant airflow that is delivered to
the air chambers around the leg.
Air distribution valve: able to direct the air flow to the first
or the second air chamber. It also allows to vent the
bladders individually.
Pass valve: able to lock the air bladder or open it when
activated. Each air bladder has one pass valve.
These components have been arranged in such a way that
makes it possible to keep the air in the bladders without
requiring the constant consumption of energy. A SysML block
diagram of the pneumatic subsystem is shown in Fig. 4.
Fig. 4. SysML block diagram of the pneumatic subsystem.
Additionally, the stocking has two in-system pneumatic air
pressure sensors to determine the air pressure in each of the
two air bladders.
B. Application of the methodology
We have applied the methodology presented in section III
to evaluate the consumption in the most power demanding
scenario, the inflation of the air bladders.
1) Continuous Time modelling: We started by modelling
the electro-pneumatic side of the system by using 20-sim
blocks for the pneumatics domain. Additionally, we incorpo-
rated a transfer function modelled with a differential equation
to represent how the pressure built in the air bladder is exerted
through the textile to the patient leg. At this point we used
fixed signals in the CT domain to test the model.
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2) Discrete Event modelling: In this phase we started
by modelling a dummy control algorithm with a simple if-
then-else logical structure that made the pump active if the
pressure was below the set-point or inactive if this was
reached. Additionally it was possible to vent air if overpressure
occurred. This simple algorithm made it possible to further
test the CT models. Finally, we incorporated a more complex
control algorithm: a PID regulator with two different set-points
(one per air-bladder). The control algorithm is modelled as a
periodic thread with a frequency of 5 Hz.
3) Models instrumentation: In this phase we instrumented
the models so it was possible to keep track on the con-
sumed power and energy by the electro-pneumatic system.
We focused on the consumption of the pump and the valves
since it was considerably above the rest of the components,
so the instruments were incorporated only to monitor these.
We used the pattern presented in section III-A3, making use
of one power meter per component under study. Finally we
communicated these component power meters to the system
power meter.
4) Co-model execution: We ran the models under a com-
mon scenario, the inflation of the air bladders to reach the
target pressure. We experimented with the dummy control
algorithm and with the PID control algorithm under differ-
ent configurations. We exported the logged data and created
graphs for further analysis.
5) Trade-off analysis: Finally we analyzed the power and
energy consumption results logged by the power meters and
obtained different estimates for each control configuration. We
were also able to conclude that a pure proportional controller
with no integral or derivative part was sufficient to control the
pneumatic system and make it stable with no overshooting.
After analyzing the power consumption we realized that this
could be reduced by rearranging the valves in the CT model.
We iterated over the phases reworking the CT and the DE
models and proposed an alternative architecture that features
a considerable energy reduction. We present a more thorough
study of the modelling and trade-off analysis results below.
C. Results and input for further development
1) Power consumption: After running the different control
strategies modelled on the DE side with the same CT model,
we have obtained four different power consumption estimates
(one per DE strategy considered). System power consumption
over time is shown in Fig. 5. Graphs a, b and c show the power
consumption of the proportional controller with gains 2, 1 and
0.5 respectively. Finally, graph d shows the evolution of the
power consumption under the dummy control algorithm. The
dashed lines in each graph show the average power consump-
tion in each case. The maximum average power consumption
is 1.3 Watts, present when the dummy control is applied. The
least power consuming control strategy is the proportional
controller with gain 1, with an average consumption of 1.1
Watts. In all four cases the peak power consumption is 1.5
Watts.
2) Energy consumption: We have calculated the system
energy consumption by integrating the power consumption
Fig. 5. System power consumption over time under different control
algorithms for stocking compression. y axis: power in watts, x axis: time
in seconds.
curves presented in Fig. 5. Additionally we have paid special
attention to the energy consumed by the pump under the
different algorithms. These estimates together with the total
time the system has been active in each case are shown in
Table I.
TABLE I
ENERGY CONSUMED UNDER DIFFERENT CONTROL ALGORITHMS
Control System Energy Time Active Pump Energy
Algorithm Consumption [Seconds] Consumption
[Joules] [Joules]
p gain 2 323 222 103
p gain 1 367 267 102
p gain 0.5 472 372 102
dummy control 348 232 116
The pump energy consumption under the different propor-
tional control strategies is practically the same, close to 103
Joules. The dummy control makes the most inefficient use of
the pump, since it consumes 116 Joules to reach the same
pressure level. At the system level it is evident that, even
though the pump consumption was almost the same in the
first three cases, there is a considerable difference in consumed
energy between the proportional controllers (up to 149 Joules).
This difference is due to the fact that the controller with
a higher proportional gain remains active for less time, and
therefore requires the valves that enable inflation to be active
for a shorter period of time. The most energy demanding
configuration is thus the proportional controller with a gain
of 0.5, that requires up to 372 seconds to reach final pressure.
3) Control algorithms: Through the modelling activities we
have deduced that it is not possible to drive the pneumatic
subsystem in a completely proportional manner, something
that is a requirement for a full PID control. It is possible to
drive the inflation process of the air bladders in a proportional
manner, but not the venting process. In case the system needs
to vent air a considerable amount of energy is wasted. Using a
dummy software controller is energy inefficient as well since
it makes excessive use of the pump. This suggests that we
should make use of a proportional controller for the inflation
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process and adjust the controller gain depending on the target
inflation time.
4) Suggestions for mechanical modifications: With the cur-
rent system mechanical architecture we need to keep running
the pump, the air distribution valve and one pass valve,
corresponding to the air bladder under inflation at the same
time. This makes the power consumption peak at 1.5 Watts.
We found out that it is possible to avoid the air distribution
valve and cover its distribution functionality with a fixed air
splitter and its selective air-bladder venting functionality with
an additional pass valve per air bladder configured as sealed
by default and connecting the air bladder to the exterior. This
would make it possible to reduce peak power consumption to
1 Watt, a reduction of 33%. The total energy savings with this




Control System Energy Reduction Final System Energy
Algorithm Savings Consumption
[Joules] [Joules]
p gain 2 111 34% 211
p gain 1 133 36% 234
p gain 0.5 186 39% 286
dummy control 116 33% 232
V. DISCUSSION
A. Model alignment and fidelity
The reliability of the results produced by this methodology
depends on the accuracy of the models. In order to make
reliable decisions we must align the models with the real
components and we must use an accurate representation of
the interaction with the physical environment. Modelling the
component power consumption is an straightforward task
that can be done by reading the component manufacturer
specifications. On the other hand, modelling the interaction
with the environment can be complex. In case this interaction
is hard to represent, we advice to isolate it in a transfer
function block so it is easier to refactor. We advice to build
complex CT models incrementally: start by creating a simple
yet meaningful representation of the physical interaction with
the system and improve it in the following iterations. Even
though the energy and power consumption estimates may not
be reliable during the initial iterations, they would give the
modeller a good grasp on how the components use energy
and what potential improvements could be done.
B. Methodology applicability
This methodology is applicable to any system that makes
use of electrical and/or electromechanical components. Addi-
tionally, this methodology can be applied to systems which
are required to keep a constant or below a certain threshold
power consumption, even though they have an unconstrained
energy supply. Furthermore, this methodology can be applied
to design systems that adjust their behaviour depending on
energy and/or power consumption (energy or power-aware
systems). This methodology does not consider at this point
the evaluation of energy consumption in the software or in
the communication side. However, these concepts can be easily
evaluated by representing the computation and communication
hardware units as blocks in the CT side.
C. Modelling vs. prototyping
Applying the model-based methodology proposed in this
article brings important advantages to the development pro-
cess when compared with a prototyping-based approach. This
methodology requires an additional effort during the early
stages of the project but allows the study of different sys-
tem electro-mechanical architectures and control software in
a more flexible manner. Development through prototyping
would require constant measurements and complex data analy-
sis after test runs. Applying modelling simplifies this task and
eliminates other problems like measurement or data analysis
errors.
VI. FURTHER WORK
We are planning to expand this methodology further so it
takes energy consumption at the computation and communi-
cation levels into account. We are planning to test it further
in additional case studies that represent typical applications
in the embedded systems domain such as navigation systems
and wireless sensor networks. We expect to experiment fur-
ther with the possibility of power and energy aware system
operation in these cases.
Regarding the e-stockings case study we are going to con-
duct further validation of the power and energy consumption
estimates with a real implementation of both embedded control
software and electro-pneumatic system. We are relying on
this model to study other system aspects such as software-
driven testing of the electro-mechanical components, filtering
of sensor readings and software strategies to tolerate possible
mechanical failures.
VII. RELATED WORK
Modelling applied to energy and power consumption is not
a new idea and we can find numerous examples of related
work in this area. However we are not aware of previous work
in which modelling or co-simulation is applied at the system
level, considering the system as a combination of control
software, electronics and mechanics.
Modelling is typically applied at different levels of abstrac-
tion, some of them much lower levels than we target. For
example Lee et al. [8] and Ibrahim et al. [9] propose the
application of modelling to study the energy consumption
at the processor instruction-level through processor specific
models. Other authors like Park et al. propose the application
of modelling at several levels of abstraction [10], but are
still limiting the energy and power consumption analysis to
the processor hardware. Celebican et al. focus on energy
consumption of embedded system peripherals in [11], a valid
approach to design System on Chip devices and going further
than the work described above, but still limited to the analysis
of electronic hardware.
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The impact of software in energy and power consumption
has also been taken into consideration in previous work. For
example, Ouni et al propose an energy characterization of
OS services in [12]. In this approach the hardware is not
represented as accurate as in the work mentioned above.
An intermediate methodology is followed by Vijaykrishnan
et al., that propose a joint hardware-software approach to
optimize energy consumption in [13]. However the authors
use a simulated processor instead of a real one.
Wang et al. take the network perspective into account and
propose models to study the energy consumption in embedded
wireless nodes [14]. This approach enables a wider study of
the interaction of the system with other systems but still does
not tackle the control aspects.
Zhang et al [15] and Rao et al. [16] propose specific battery
performance models and they highlight their relevance in
mechatronic systems, but they do not elaborate on a concrete
approach to use their techniques.
Finally, a related area of research is the application of
modelling energy and power-awareness of high performance
computing systems. Tiwari et al. use modelling targeting
clusters with very high energy consumption in [17]. Even
though modelling is applied in this scenario, the area of
applicability is out of the scope of the work presented in this
paper.
VIII. CONCLUSION
We have presented a new methodology to address en-
ergy and power consumption in mechatronic systems. This
methodology is focused on the energy and power consump-
tion of electro-mechanical components. We have applied this
methodology to a case study and we are planning to con-
duct further validation of the energy and power consumption
estimations. The results of applying this methodology have
been positive and they have provided valuable input to the
development phase of the final product, by pointing to concrete
improvements in both software and mechanical sides that yield
considerable energy savings.
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Abstract. With the increasing proliferation of battery-powered embedded de-
vices the need to find the most power efficient way of controlling the micro-
controllers inside also increases. In this paper we demonstrate how it is possi-
ble to model and analyse the energy consumption of a VDM-RT model. This is
done by enabling the CPUs to change between different energy-saving modes
and then performing post-analysis of the logged traces and using the data sheets
for the processor(s) used to predict the optimal usage of the selected hardware.
We also indicate potential future work enhancing the Overture tool to supporting
efficiently this kind of analysis.
1 Introduction
In many devices the minimal usage of power from batteries is a competitive parameter
that influences the likelihood of consumers selecting your devices. Changing batteries
is annoying for the user so maximizing the time between the need for this is advanta-
geous. As a system architect in the early phases the size of the possible design space
is enormous. This paper proposes the use of the Vienna Development Method – Real-
Time (VDM-RT) dialect [8] and the tool support from the Overture platform [4] to
assist the system architect in navigating the design space in pursuit of optimal energy
consumption strategies.
The motivation for this work is an Ambient Assistant Living research project called
e-stockings1 where the aim is to produce a device which will assist elderly people with
chronical health problems in the use of compression therapy. This device will be con-
trolled by a battery-powered embedded system controlling mechanical parts [3]. The
candidate micro-controllers are all able to operate in different power-saving modes, but
the optimal use of these features depends on both the properties of the power-saving fea-
tures of the processors and the way the deployed software utilizes these power-saving
features. We believe that it is possible to make use of VDM-RT to give good direction
to system architects that have this kind of challenge. In this paper we will present our
initial ideas for doing so and focus on a design pattern that we think will be generally
applicable for this kind of situation.
This paper proceeds with a short explanation about the specialities of the VDM-
RT dialect in Section 2. Then Section 3 explains the concept of power-saving modes in
micro-controllers. The main contribution of this paper come in Section 4 where the sug-
gested design pattern is presented. After this different future work areas are presented in
1 See http://www.aal-europe.eu/projects/e-stocking/ for more informa-
tion.
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Section 5. Finally Sections 6 and 7 provides references to related work and concluding
remarks respectively.
2 The VDM Real-Time Dialect
In this section we will provide a short explanation about the VDM-RT dialect, assuming
that the reader already in general is familiar with basic VDM [2, 1]. VDM-RT is one of
three dialects supported by the Overture platform including interpretation support [5]
that will be exploited in this paper.
The VDM-RT extension is object-oriented and it supports concurrent models. It pro-
vides the necessary constructs to represent active classes and incorporates concurrency
safety mechanisms. VDM-RT includes the notion of time: a system clock is running
from beginning till the end of interpretation. The maximum precision allowed in the in-
terpreter is 1 nanosecond. VDM-RT also provides the notion of processing units in the
form of built-in CPU classes can be used to declare processing unit and speed (in Hz);
different parts of the model are deployed to specified CPUs. CPUs can communicate
between themselves through buses. VDM-RT constructs take time to be interpreted,
this time is shorter or longer depending on CPU speed. There is also a special kind of
CPU, which is present in all the VDM-RT models implicitly, the virtual CPU which per
default is infinitely fast and its execution does not affect system timing.
3 CPU Power Modes
CPUs can incorporate different power modes to reduce power consumption. These
modes achieve a reduction in power consumption by disabling CPU peripherals and/or
reducing the CPU performance. Here we take as an example the ARM Cortex M3 pro-
cessor in the PSoC5 platform. This CPU has three different power modes available:
Active, Sleep and Hibernate. This platform presents several operational modes with dif-
ferent analog and digital resources available and can react to different wake up events
on each mode. This feature affects power consumption.
The active mode permits code execution and the usage of all platform features, and
is the most power consuming state. The sleep mode presents a power consumption three
orders of magnitude lower than the active consumption and prohibits code execution.
Only the bus interface is available. It is possible to switch back to active mode after
receiving events. Finally, it is possible to enter a hibernate mode with the lowest power
consumption without turning off the device. This mode does not permit code execution
and disables all the system resources. It is possible to transit back to active mode after
receiving a high level input in the system IO.
4 A Design Pattern to Model CPU Power Modes
The VDM-RT CPUs are constantly able to compute and communicate and thus rep-
resent a CPU that is active constantly. This abstraction is not appropriate if we are
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interested in studying CPU power consumption. We propose the application of a pat-
tern that makes it possible to represent different CPU power states. This pattern makes
use of a Virtual CPU state class to represent different CPU operational modes that con-
trols whether code can be executed or not. An overview of this pattern is shown in the
UML class diagram in Fig. 1. The general idea in this pattern is that whenever a thread
running application logic is scheduled-in by the VDM-RT scheduler, it will check if the
state registered in the Virtual CPU state is active or sleeping before running. There is a
second case in which the thread will always run but forces a change in the Virtual CPU
state before doing so. Additional details will be provided in the subsections below.
This pattern makes use of the following entities:
VirtualCPUstate: represents the CPU state. This class is protected against race
conditions and thread interference by mutexes and history counters.
PowerLogger: keeps track of the CPU state changes and logs them so they can be
analyzed further and represented in a graph.
ProcTRunner: represents functionality that should be implemented as a procedural
thread.
RealTimeRunner: represents functionality that is executed periodically in a peri-
odic thread.
Fig. 1. Design pattern to model multiple CPU states.
The VirtualCPUstate class might be accessed by several threads in a concur-
rent manner. Therefore it is necessary to ensure thread safety in the operations that read
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and modify the cpuState atrribute that represents the CPU operational mode. We
have used mutexes to prevent data corruption.
Additionally and besides preventing the corruption of cpuState, we must ensure
that the getCPU state function is executed every time there is a change in the power
model. We have reinforced this policy by using permission predicates and history coun-
ters. This is shown in listing 1. 
1 per turnOn => #req(turnOn) - #act(turnOn) = 1;
2 per turnOff => #req(turnOff) - #act(turnOff) = 1;
3 per getCPUstate => #active(getCPUstate) = 0 and
4 cpuOn => #fin(turnOff) = #fin(getCPUstate); 
Listing 1: Protection in VirtualState with history counters.
Whenever there is a change in the state of the Virtual CPU a method pushes this
change to the PowerLogger class. The operation responsible for this is preceded by
a duration(0) statement to avoid interfering the application logic timing.
This pattern sets a basic infrastructure to model upon different behaviour. We have
modelled two different scenarios that are explained in the subsections below.
4.1 Modelling functionality that makes a CPU become active
In this case we model a scenario in which whenever certain functionality has to be
executed the CPU is awakened. This is modelled in the run method modelled in
the thread. This is modelled as shown in listing 2: the thread marks the state in the
VirtualCPUstate class as on, executes the application logic and marks the CPU
state as off again. The state changes are preceded by a 0 nanosecond duration state-
ment, hence we are not accounting for the transition time between states. 
1 duration (0) state.turnOn();
2 executeLogic();
3 duration (0) state.turnOff(); 
Listing 2: Conditional controlling the execution.
4.2 Modelling functionality that runs if CPU is active
In this second scenario we model the situation in which the application logic runs only
when the CPU is active. We have used the structure presented in listing 3. This structure
is modelled as part of the thread operation run that is executed when it is scheduled-in.
In this case when the thread is thread is scheduled-in it will check the state of the Virtual
CPU and determine if it is able to execute its application logic or not. 
1 if not state.getCPUstate()




Listing 3: Conditional controlling the execution.
5 Further Work
The design pattern presented in this paper is a way to overcome at the modelling level
current limitations of the Overture platform. We would like to take this idea further and
possibly incorporate changes in the Overture tool and the VDM-RT language.
5.1 Unaddressed issues
This design pattern does not take into account the communication aspect when the
CPU is sleeping. Here we should consider two scenarios: a) Information is received at
the communication interface and this generates an interrupt that wakes up the CPU so
the information can be processed and b) Information is received and discarded since
the CPU is sleeping. These aspects have not been studied but are worthwhile exploring
further in later work.
In previous work we studied the possibility of studying power consumption in
mechatronic systems by applying co-simulation [3]. The co-simulation approach should
be revisited to review its applicability to study computation and communication power
consumption. Our initial thesis is that this could be especially beneficial for systems
with multiple components (such a SoC with analog and digital blocks). However addi-
tional work is needed to confirm this.
5.2 Tool and language modifications
We propose to implement the sleep functionality in the VDM-RT java engine rather
than at the modelling level. Additionally we would incorporate a function to register
the events that can wake up a CPU from the sleeping state. 
1 cpu.wakeOn(event); -- Configure event to wake up CPU
2 cpu.sleep(); -- Sleep the CPU at some point 
Listing 4: CPU sleep operations.
Events that could wake up the CPU should be provided by an external periodic
thread. It should be possible to associate concrete CPUs to certain events and feed the
events to the CPU at a certain point of time. 
1 duration (0) if time = eventTime
2 then eventGenerator.feed(cpu,event); 
Listing 5: CPU sleep operations.
Besides these language modifications, additional tool work will be needed to gener-
ate consumption graphs automatically and to produce real-time logs in a more effective
way.
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6 Related Work
Modelling has been widely applied to study energy consumption in previous work but
typically at a lower level of abstraction and by using platform specific models. The
advantage of this approach is that the more detailed models are more accurate and
easier to transition to a final implementation. Additionally the fact that the models are
targeting specific platforms improves accuracy as well [7, 6]. Vijaykrishnan et al. make
use of modelling in a joint hardware-software approach to optimize energy consumption
and using virtual CPUs in [9]. In this case the authors use an ad-hoc modelling platform
rather than a generic software modelling language like VDM-RT.
7 Concluding Remarks
This paper has presented a design pattern that can be used for incorporating power con-
sumption considerations to a VDM-RT model. We believe that this can be beneficial for
system architects exploring potential strategies for controlling micro-processors in dif-
ferent power saving modes. Naturally this is early work since no special tool support has
been incorporated in Overture for supporting these ideas yet. However we believe that it
would be possible to develop this so that the applicability for the Overture platform can
be increased to also take power consumption considerations into account when desired.
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